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The subject matter of this work belongs to nonlinear analysis, and its aim 
is to present a simple and unified treatment of a large variety of minimax 
and fixed point problems. More specifically, we propose a systematic 
development of the method based on the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz 
Theorem; the principal topics treated may be listed as follows: 
(a) Fixed point theory for multifunctions; 
(b) minimax equalities; 
(cl minimax inequalities; 
(4 extension of monotone sets; 
(e) variational inequalities; and 
(f) special best approximation problems. 
The paper is divided into three sections: the first one is devoted to the study 
of (a)-(c), the second one to (et(e), and the last one to (a) and (f). To 
facilitate matters for the reader, we have tried to make our exposition as self- 
contained as possible; moreover, each section is independent from the others. 
Many essential results which we intend to present here are refinements of 
the results of the author’s Universite de Montreal Ph.D. thesis. In this 
introduction, we shall not attempt to state the main results in a precise form. 
Rather, we shall try to explain the basic idea of our approach and describe 
the underlying material. 
We start with some remarks concerning the notations. Let D and X be two 
sets. A multifunction F from D into X is a transformation which assigns an 
element F(x) E 2x (= the space of subsets of X) to each point x E D. 
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Mappings in the usual sense will be considered as special (single-valued) 
multifunctions. We shall use capital letters and the symbol F : D + 2’ to 
describe general (multivalued) multifunctions, while ordinary mappings will 
be denoted by small letters. On the other hand, if A is a subset of X, we shall 
write conv(A) and 2 to designate its convex hull and its closure, respectively, 
when these notions have a sense. 
We now turn to introducing the first basic concept of this work, which is 
due to Dugundji and Granas [ 11. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be a convex set in a vector space and D c X an 
arbitrary subset. A multifunction G : D + 2x is called KKM if 
conv{xr ,..., xn} c Uy=i G(x,) for each finite subset {xl ,..., xn} c D. 
With this definition, the fundamental theorem of Knaster-Kuratowski- 
Mazurkiewicz [2] takes the following form. 
THEOREM 0. Let S be the set of vertices of a simplex in R” and let 
GzS+~~” be a KKM multifunction with compact values. Then, 
n {G(x):xES}#0. 
Here, some historical remarks are in order. The intersection theorem 
stated above is a consequence of the Sperner Lemma, a purely combinatorial 
fact; it was used as a tool in fixed point theory (Knaster et al. [2j), 
dimension theory (Kuratowski [3]), mathematical economics (Gale [4]), and 
minimax problems (Sion [5]). Then, the method was refined and developed 
by Fan [6], who in a group of subsequent papers discussed a variety of 
applications. Fan’s arguments and results were later applied by Iohvidov [ 7 ] 
in studying invariant subspaces of linear operators, Browder [S] in fixed 
point theory, Brtzis et al. [9], Mosco [lo], and Dugundji and Granas [ l] in 
studying variational inequalities, Aubin [ 111 in mathematical economics and 
game theory, and so on. 
Before proceeding further, we quote the infinite-dimensional version of 
Theorem 0, together with its proof, as obtained by Fan [6]. A discussion will 
follow. 
THEOREM 00. Let D be any subset of a Hausdorff topological vector 
space X and let G : D + 2x be a KKM multifunction with closed values. If 
G(x) is compact for at least one x E D, then 0 {G(x) : x E D} # 0. 
Proof: It is enough to show that the family {G(x) : x E D} has the finite 
intersection property. Let (x1 ,..., x } be a finite set in D and let 
S, = {e, ,..., e } denote the set of the unit vectors of R”. Define a continuous 
map from conv(S,) into X by setting 
n 
l,(t t )= 2 t.x ,,‘.., n I i for (tl ,..., tn) = r tiei E conv(S,). 
i=l i=l 
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Now, consider the multifunction G, : S, --) 2R” given by 
Gn(ei> = 1, ‘(G(Xi)) for i = l,.... n
An easy computation shows that G, is KKM. On the other hand, since G(xi) 
is closed and 1, is continuous, G,(ei) is closed in conv(S,) and therefore 
compact. By Theorem 0, 0 y_, G,(e,) # 0; thus, n r= 1 G(xi) # 0, which was 
to be proved. (For a different proof based on Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, 
see Dugundji and Granas II].) 
The above proof shows that the algebraic and topological assumptions on 
X can be weakened. On the one hand, it suffices to require X to be an 
“abstract” convex set defined in a suitable way: although this kind of 
generality may be of interest in some fields, we do not dwell on such a 
possibility here, and will simply suppose in the sequel that X is a convex 
subset of a vector space. On the other hand, we only need to assume that X 
is equipped with a topology making each map 1, : conv(S,) --t X continuous: 
this is the case for instance if X is an affine space [ 12, p. 4161, i.e., a vector 
space with a topology inducing the Euclidean topology on its Iinite- 
dimensional flats. Since Theorem 00 is the starting point of our investigation, 
it is natural to consider a class of spaces as broad as possible for which this 
theorem remains valid. Thus, taking the above observations into account, we 
are led to introduce a convex analogue to Dugundji’s afline space. 
DEFINITION 2. A convex space X is a convex set (in a vector space) 
with any topology that induces the Euclidean topology on the convex hulls 
of its finite subsets. 
THEOREM 000. Let D be any subset of a convex space X and G : D + 2x 
a KKM multifunction with closed values. If G(x) is compact for at least one 
xED, then 0 {G(x):xED}#lZI. 
Our discussion makes the proof of Theorem 000 obvious. Clearly, every 
convex subset of an affine space is a convex space when supplied with the 
induced topology. In particular, every convex subset of a Hausdorff 
topological vector space (henceforth abbreviated as t.v.s.) or of a vector 
space with the finite topology is a convex space. Any product of convex 
spaces as well as any convex subset of a convex space are easily seen to be 
convex spaces. It should be noted that convex spaces are not necessarily 
separated (Hausdorff); for that reason, all the topological spaces considered 
in this work (such as regular or compact spaces) will not be supposed a 
priori to satisfy the Hausdorff separation axiom. 
The next definition will be used throughout this paper to express a 
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compactness or a coercivity condition. It is suggested by a further 
generalization of Theorem 0 recently obtained by Fan [ 131. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a convex space. A nonempty set K c X is called 
a c-compact set if for each finite subset 9- c X there is a compact convex set 
K,, c X such that K U ,F c K,,. 
The following trivial examples of c-compact sets should be kept in mind: 
1. In any convex space, every finite set and every convex hull of a 
finite set are c-compact. 
2. Let X be any convex set in a Hausdorff t.v.s. Every nonempty 
compact convex set in X is c-compact. 
3. Let X be any quasi-complete convex set in a Hausdorff locally 
convex topological vector space (henceforth abbreviated as 1.c.s.). Every 
nonempty precompact set in X is c-compact. 
Finally, in the sequel we shall also use the following terminology. 
DEFINITION 4. Let Y be a topological space. A set B c Y is said to be 
compactly closed (open, respectively) in Y if for every compact set L c Y 
the set B n L is closed (open, respectively) inL. 
We are now ready to state and prove the three basic results on which all 
our study relies. Each of these contains Theorem 000 and the above- 
mentioned theorem of Fan [ 131 as special cases. 
THEOREM I. Let D be an arbitrary set in a convex space X, Y any 
topological space, and F : D + 2’ a multifunction having the following 
properties 
(i) For each x E D, F(x) is compactly closed in Y. 
(ii) For some continuous map s : X+ Y, the multtfunction G : D -+ 2’ 
given by G(x) = s -’ (F(x)) is KKM. 
(iii) For some c-compact set K c X, n (F(x) : x E K Cl D} is compact. 
Then n {F(x):xED}#0. 
Observe that in case X or Y is compact condition (iii) is immediately 
fulfilled; more precisely, the case of a compact X reduces to the case of a 
compact Y by considering Y’ = s(X) and F’(x) = F(x) n Y’. 
Proof of Theorem I. We shall actually prove the theorem under a 
compactness assumption weaker than (iii), namely, 
(jjj) There are a compact set L c Y and a c-compact set KC X such 
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that, for each convex set C with Kc C cX, we have 0 {F(x) n s(C) : 
xecnD}~c. 
It suffices to show that n {F(x)n L :x E D} is not empty. By (i), each 
F(x) n L is closed in the compact set L. Thus it suffices to show that 
nr=, (F(xi)n L) is not empty for every finite set (x, ,..., x ,) c D. 
Let X0 c X be a compact convex set such that KU (xi ,..., xn} c X,,, and 
let Y, = s(X,,). We know from (jjj) that fl {F(x)n Y, :x EX,n D) c L. 
Hence we have 
f) (F(xi)nL)xn {F(x)n Y, :xEX,nD}, 
i=l 
and finally we are reduced to prove that this last set is not empty. 
Let s0 : X,, - Y, be the continuous map given by so(x) = s(x) for x E X. 
Consider the multifunction G, : X0 n D -+ 2’0 defined by 
G,(X) = S; ‘(F(X) n Y,) for x E X, n D. 
We claim that G, satisfies the requirements of Theorem 000. First, G, is 
KKM since G,(x) = G(x) n X,, and G is KKM (condition (ii)). Next, each 
G,(x) is closed in X, since each F(x)n Y, is closed in the compact set Y,, 
(by (i)) and s0 is continuous from X,, into Y,. Hence we may apply Theorem 
000 (X0 is a compact convex space) and find that 0 {G,(x) : x E X, n D} is 
nonempty. It follows that 0 {F(x) n Y0 :x E X, n D} is also nonempty, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
The next theorem is more specially adapted to the study of variational 
inequalities and related topics. Here the requirement that G (=F) be closed- 
valued is not suitable. To avoid this difficulty, we follow the ideas of 
Dugundji and Granas [ 11; our theorem extends their Corollary 1.4. 
THEOREM II. Let D be an arbitrary set in a convex space X, K c X a c- 
compact set and G : D + 2x a KKM multifunction. Assume that the following 
compactness condition holds: 
(i) There is a compact set L c X such that, for each convex set C 
with KcCcX, we have n {G(x)nC:xECnD}cL. 
Furthermore, assume there is a multifunction r : D + 2x such that: 
(ii) For each x E D, G(x) c T(x). 
(iii) For each x E D,‘T(x) is compactly closed in X. 
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(iv) For each convex set C such that Kc Cc X, we have 
n{T(x)nC:xECnD}#IZI ifandonly ifn{G(x)nc:xECnD) # 0. 
Then n {G(x):xED}#a. 
Proof of Theorem II. In view of (iv) (with C = X), it is enough to prove 
that n {T(x) n L : x E D} is not empty. As in Theorem I, this reduces to 
showing that l-)1=, (T(x,) n L) is not empty for each finite set 
ix I ,..., x ,} CD. Let X, c X be a compact convex set such that 
Ku {x~,...,x,} cX,,. It follows from (i) that n {G(x) n X0 : 
xEX,nD}cL. Thus we have n;=, (r(x,)nL)xfi;=, (G(x,)nL)I 
n WPXo :x E X,n D}. Taking (iv) into account again, it is therefore 
enough to show that n {T(x)n X, :x E X, n D} is not empty. Now, 
observe that, since G is KKM and G(x) c T(x) for each x E D, r is KKM 
and also is the multifunction r’ : X, n D + 2'0 given by r’(x) = T(x) f’J X,, 
for x E X, n D. Since each T’(x) is closed in the compact convex space X, 
(by (iii)), we may therefore apply Theorem 000 to P. It follows that 
0 {P(x) : x E X, n D} is not empty and the theorem is proved. 
For certain applications, it is convenient to reformulate the compactness 
condition (i) of Theorem II as follows: 
(j) The set M=(yEX:yEn (G(x):xEconv(KU(y})nD}} has 
a compact closure in X. 
[(i) implies (j). For, assume that (i) holds and let y E M, i.e., y E n (G(x) : 
xEconv(KU{y})nD}. Then yEn (G(x)nC:xECnD}, where 
C = conv(KU { y}), and therefore y E L. This shows that M c L, and (j) 
holds. Converserly, (j) implies (i). For, assume that (j) holds, and let C be a 
convex set with KcCcX. Let yEn {G(x)nC:xECnD}. We have 
K c C, y E C, and C convex. Hence, conv(K U ( y)) c C, and y E n (G(x) : 
x E conv(K U { y}) n D}. This shows that y E &I, and (i) holds with L = fi]. 
Taking this remark into account, the third basic theorem appears as a 
special case of Theorem II. 
THEOREM III. In a Hausdorff t.v.s., let X be a convex set and D c X an 
arbitrary set. Let G : D + 2x be a KKM multifunction such that for each 
x E D, G(x) is compactly closed in X. If there is a nonempty compact convex 
setKcXsuch thattheset {yEX:yEn {G(x):xEconv(KU{y})nD}} 
is compact, then n (G(x) : x E D) f 0. 
Theorems I, II, III are the starting points of Sections I, 2, 3, respectively. 
No other tool (such as partitions of unity or Galerkin approximation 
method) will be used, and therefore all our proofs will be easy to follow and 
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short. Before proceeding to the detailed iscussion it remains to recall some 
elementary definitions and properties concerning multifunctions. 
Let X and Y be topological spaces. A multifunction F : X+ 2’ is said to 
be closed if its graph {(x, y) E X x Y : y E F(x)} is closed in X x Y, upper 
semicontinuous on X if for each open set VC Y the set (x E X : F(x) c V) is 
open in X, compact if in addition F(X) is a compact subset of Y. The 
relationships between these notions are described in the first lemma; a 
special property of compact multifunctions is quoted in the second lemma. 
The easy proofs of these two results are omitted. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a topological space and Y a regular space. Let 
F : X + 2’ be a multifunction from X into Y. 
(i) If F is closed-valued and upper semicontinuous, then it has a 
closed graph. The converse is true whenever Y is compact. 
(ii) If F is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous, then F(B) is 
compact whenever B c X is compact. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a subset of a Hausdorff 1.c.s. E and F : X + 2” a 
closed-valued compact multifunction. Let i : X + E denote the inclusion map. 
Then, the following properties hold: 
(i) For each closed set B c X, (i-F)(B) is closed in E. 
(ii) Assuming F(X) c X, F has a fixed point if and only tf for each 
neighbourhood V of the origin in E we have (i - F)(X) n V # 0. 
1. COINCIDENCE, MINIMAX, AND FIXED POINT 
One of the most convenient tool for the treatment of minimax and fixed 
point problems is provided by coincidence theorems. To be convinced of this, 
consider the following result of von Neumann 1141: Let X and Y be 
nonempty compact convex sets, each in a finite-dimensional space, and let E 
and F be closed subsets of X x Y, tffor each y E Y the set E(y) = {x E X : 
(x, y) E E} is nonempty and convex and for each x E X the set F(x) = 
IYE Y:(x,y)EF) is nonempty and convex, then En F # 0. This result 
leads directly both to the fundamental theorem of game theory, also due to 
von Neumann [ 151, and to the basic fixed point theorem of Kakutani [ 161. 
It is our objective in this section to prove a wide range of mapping 
theorems, including new and old results, by using this “geometric” method. 
In Subsection 1, our first basic coincidence theorem (Theorem 1.1) is 
presented as an immediate consequence of Theorem I. From this result, we 
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next derive several minimax inequalities (Subsect. 2) and fixed point 
theorems for compact single-valued mappings (Subsect. 3). In Subsection 4, 
as a further application of Theorem 1.1, we obtain an intersection result of 
which our second basic coincidence theorem (Theorem 1.10) is a special 
case. Finally, using Theorem 1.10 as a tool, we prove a variety of minimax 
equalities (Subsect. 5) and fixed point theorems for upper semicontinuous 
multifunctions on noncompact sets (Subsect. 6). 
Throughout this section, @(X, Y) will denote the set of all continuous 
maps from X into Y. 
1. A Coincidence Result 
Using Theorem 00 as a tool, Fan [6] established a geometrical “lemma” 
that Browder [8] restated in the more convenient form of the following fixed 
point theorem: If X is a nonempty compact convex set in a Hausdorfl t.v.s. 
and S : X -+ 2’ a multtfunction such that for each x E X, S(x) is open in X, 
while for each y E X, S’(y) is nonempty and convex, then S has a fixed 
point. 
A weaker form (with a relaxed compactness assumption) of this theorem 
was afterwards obtained by Fan [ 131. Here, starting from Theorem I, we 
extend these results to the following coincidence theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological space, and 
S : X + 2’ a multifunction such that 
(i) For each x E X, S(x) is compactly open in Y; 
(ii) For each y E Y, S’(y) is nonempty and convex; 
(iii) For some c-compact set Kc X, the set Y\U,,, S(x) is compact. 
Then, for each s E 5??(X, Y), there exists an x E X such that s(x) E S(x). 
Observe that in case X or Y is compact Condition (iii) of Theorem 1.1 is 
immediately fulfilled: by K = X if X is compact (since Condition (ii) implies 
that Y\Uxax S(x) is empty); by K = {a}, x^ any point of X, if Y is compact 
(since Condition (i) implies that Y\S(i) is closed in Y). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider the multifunction F : X+ 2’ given by 
F(x) = Y\S(x) f or x E X. It follows from (i) that each F(x) is compactly 
closed in Y. Furthermore, by (iii), (J {F(x) : x E K} is compact. Now, let 
s : X + Y be any continuous map and let G : X+ 2x be the multifunction 
defined by G(x) = s-‘(F(x)) for x E X. If G was KKM, by Theorem I we 
would have n {F(X) : x E X} # 0, in contradiction with Condition (ii) which 
implies that this intersection is empty. Hence, G is not KKM: there exist 
{x ,,..., xn} CX and x,, E conv(xr ,..., xn} such that x0 $Z (Jy=, G(xi), i.e., 
s(x,,) @ U YE I F(xi) or, equivalently, s(x,,) E n I=, S(x,). This means that 
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xi E S-‘@(x0)) for each i = 1, 2 ,..., n and, therefore, by (ii), 
conv{x, ,..., xx) E S- ‘(s(x,)). In particular, x0 E S- ‘(s(x,,)), that is, s(x,,) E 
S(x,). The theorem is proved. 
In order to see why Theorem 1.1 leads directly to minimax inequalities a
well as fixed point results, it may be useful to reformulate it as 
THEOREM 1.1’. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological space, and 
s E V(X, Y). Let A be an arbitrary set in a space Z and g : X x Y- Z a 
map satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For each fixed x E X, the set ( y E Y : g(x, y) E A} is compactI!, 
open in Y; 
(ii) For each fixed y E Y, the set (x E X : g(x, y) E A ) is convex; 
(iii) For some c-compact set KC X, the set { y E Y : g(x, y) 6? A for all 
x E K) is compact. 
Then, g satisJes at least one of the following properties: 
(1) There exists y” E Y such that g(x, y^) 6S A for all x E X; 
(2) There exists 2 E X such that g($ s(f)) E A. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1’ Using Theorem 1.1. Consider the multifunction 
S:X-+2” given by S(x)=(yE Y:g(x,y)EA} for xEX, and suppose 
Property (1) does not hold. Then S satisfies all the requirements of 
Theorem 1.1. Consequently, there exists a point .? E X with s(a) E S(a). 
Such a point satisfies Property (2). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 Using Theorem 1.1’. Assume the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.1, and apply Theorem 1.1’ to Z = X x Y, A = graph of S, and 
g(x, y) = (x, y). All the requirements are, clearly, satisfied and Property (1) 
does not hold since each S- ‘(y) is assumed nonempty. Hence, Property (2) 
holds, i.e., there exists a point J? E X such that s(a) E S(i). 
2. Minimax Inequalities 
Let X be a convex set. A function cp : X + R = [-co, co 1 is said to be 
quasi-concave if for every real number t the set {x E X : q(x) > t } is convex; 
~1 is said to be quasi-convex if --q is quasi-concave. 
Let Y be a topological space. A function I,V :Y-+ R is said to be lower 
semi-continuous (1.s.c.) (inf-compact, respectively) on Y if for every real 
number t the set { y E Y : w(y) < t} is closed (compact respectively) in Y; I+V 
is said to be upper semi-continuous (u.s.c.) if-ly is I.s.c. 
As a first direct application of Theorem 1.1’) we have the following 
minimax theorem which extends and unifies corresponding results of Aubin 
4OV’V7’1 I I 
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[ 11, Theorem 7.1.21, Allen [ 171 (see the remark after the proof of the 
theorem) and, a fortiori, Fan [ 181. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological space, and 
f : X x Y + R U (+ 03 } a function satisfying 
(3) For each fixed x E X, the function y + f (x, y) is 1.s.c. on compact 
subsets of Y; 
(4) For each fixed y E Y, the function x + f (x, y) is quasi-concave on
x; 
(5) For some c-compact set KC Y, the function y + supXcK f (x, y) is 
inf-compact on Y. 
Then, the following equality holds: 
(6) miny,, =PxExf (x9 y) = infSCiA(x,yj suPxexf (x, s(x)). 
Proof: Clearly, the inequality 
holds for any f: We are to prove that the opposite inequality also holds 
whenever f satisfies (3~(5). 
For each s E 9?(X, Y), set p(s) = supXEX f (x, s(x)). Let s’E g(X, Y) be any 
fixed map. It suffices to show that the inequality 
inf ?EY t-2; f (x9 Y) G cl@,) 
holds for every s0 E g(X, Y) such that ,D(s,,) <,u(Q. To do this, we apply 
Theorem 1.1’ to such an s,,E%‘(X,Y), Z=lRu{+a~}, A=]p(s,),+oo] 
and g =f: All the assumptions of 1.1’ are easily seen to be satisfied, while 
Property (2) obviously does not hold. We thus conclude that there exists 
y, E Y such that supxsxf (x, y,) < ,u(s~). Hence, (+) holds, and, as we have 
observed, so does the equality 
inf sup f (x, y) = 
YEY XEX ,,g; y) “,ic f (x9 s(x))* 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that the function 
w(y) = supxaxf (x, y) achieves its minimum on Y. First, observe that by 
virtue of (3) and (5) w is 1.s.c. on the compact set {y E Y: ~up,,~f(x, y) < 
,u(sJ}. Hence, the set M = { y E Y : w(y) ,<p(sO)} is compact. Next, this set 
M is not empty, since y. E M. Therefore, I achieves its minimum on Y. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
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It is clear from the above proof that the compactness Condition (5) of 
Theorem 1.2 can be relaxed to the following: 
(5’) For some c-compact set Kc X and some fE %?(X, Y), the set 
L = ( y E Y : s~p,,~f(x, y) < s~p,,~f(x, f(x))} is compact. 
The above-mentioned result of Allen [ 171 follows immediately from this 
relaxed form of Theorem 1.2 by taking Y = X and the identity mapping of X 
as S: 
Theorem 1.2 (relaxed form) has been derived from Theorem 1.1. In fact, it 
can be shown that these two theorems are equivalent (just as Theorems 1 
and 2 of Fan [ 181). Indeed, let S :X -+ 2’ be a multifunction satisfying the 
assumptions of Theorem 1.1, and suppose (arguing by contradiction) there 
exists FE %?(X, Y) such that f(x) @ S(x) for all x E X. Consider the function 
~:XXY+RU(+~I} defined byf(x,y)=O ify&S(x),f(x,y)=+co if 
y E S(x). One verifies easily that f satisfies the conditions (3) (4) and (5’). 
[In verifying (5’) we may observe that su~,,~f(x, sI(x)) = 0, so that 
{YE y:su~,,,f(x,~)< su~,,,J-(x,~~x))=O~ = Y\U,,, S(x); thus (5’) 
follows from Condition (iii) of 1.1. ] Hence, there exists y0 E Y such that 
su~,,,f(x, Y,) = infSEV(X,yj ~up,,~f(x, s(x)) = 0. This means that y, 6? S(x) 
for all x E X, or, equivalently, S-‘(y,) = 0, which contradicts Condition (ii) 
of Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological space, and 
f: X X Y+ R U {+oo) a function satisfying (3) and (4). Zf X or Y is 
compact, then the following equality holds: 
Proof. We first observe that in case of a compact Y the assertion follows 
directly from Theorem 1.2. Indeed, in this case, the compactness condition 
(5) of this theorem is immediatly satisfied by K = (a}, 1 being any point of 
x. 
We next show that the case of a compact X reduces to the case of a 
compact Y. Indeed, as we have already observed, the only nontrivial 
inequality to be proved is the following 
So, let s : X+ Y be any fixed continuous map. Denote Y’ = s(X), and define 
a continuous map s’ :X+ Y’ by setting s’(x) = S(X) for each x E X. Then, 
from the previous case (Y’ is compact), we derive 
inf sup f (x, y) < supXEXf (X, s’(x)), 
J’EY’ XEX 
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inf SUP f(x, Y> < ~g ./Xx, s(x)). 
YEY XEX 
Since s was arbitrary, we deduce that (+) holds. 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 
The next result is stated here for the purpose of comparison with a subse- 
quent minimax theorem involving semimonotone functions (Theorem 2.4). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X be a convex space, (o : X + R U { + co ) a convex 
kc. function, and f : X x X + R U { +a~ } a function satisfying 
(3’) For eachfixed x E X, y +f (x, y) is I.s.c. on compact subsets of X. 
(7) For each fixed y E X, x + f (x, y) is concaue on X. 
(8) For all x E X, f (x, x) < 0. 
Furthermore, assume that the following “coercivity” condition holds: 
(9) There are a compact set L c X and a c-compact set K c X such 
that for each y E X\L there is an x E K with f (x, y) + q$ y) > q(x). 
Then, 
(10) There exists y, E X such that f (x, y,) + q( y,,) < q(x) for all 
x E x. 
Proof: The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1.2, but here we 
invoke Theorem 1.1 rather than 1.1’. Consider the multifunction S : X--+ 2” 
given by 
S(x) = 1 Y E x :f (x, Y) + V(Y) > rp(x)I 
and assume (arguing by contradiction) that the assertion (10) is false. Then, 
S is easily seen to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1.1 with Y = X, and 
thereby, there is a point 2 E X such that 2 E S(i). But this contradicts (8). 
The proposition is proved. 
Let X be a convex subset of a normed space E. Under mild assumptions 
on (o and f, the study of the system of inequalities (10) can be reduced to the 
study of the subsystems 
(11) For each closed ball B c E with X n B # 0, there exists 
y, E X n B such that f (x, y,) + rp( yB) < p(x) for all x E X n B 
(see Proposition 1.5). This reduction may be convenient for instance in the 
case of a closed convex set X in a reflexive Banach space E. Indeed, in such 
a setting, the convex sets X n B are compact for the weak topology of E, 
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and it is therefore asier to treat (11) rather than (10). Proposition 1.5 will 
be used in the subsequent sections. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X be a convex subset of a normed space E and 
cp : X + R U {foe ) a convex function. Let f : X X X + R be a function such 
that for each fixed y E X, x + f (x, y) is concave on X, while for all x E X, 
f (x, x) > 0. Furthermore, assume that the following “coercivity” condition 
holds: 
(12) There are nonempty bounded sets L and K in X such that for 
each y E X\L there is an x E conv(K U { y )) with x # y and f (x, y) + p(y) > 
v(x). 
Then (11) implies (10). 
Proof Clearly, we may assume there exists X E X such that q(X) < fco. 
Since L and K are bounded, there is a closed ball B such that L U KU (2) is 
contained in the interior of B, denoted by j. We know from (11) that there 
exists y,, E Xn B satisfying 
f (x3 YJ + P(Y,) G p(x) forall xEXnB. (+I 
Since x lies in X n B, q( y,) must be finite. We claim that y0 satisfies (10). 
Two cases arise: either y, E B\j’, or y, E 3. In the first case, y, E X\L; 
therefore, by (12), there exists x,, E conv(K U { yO})\{ y,} c b such that 
f (x0, Yd + (o(Yo> &x0). (++I 
Note that (++) implies &x0) < +oc). Let x be any point in X. Since 
x0 E g n X, there exists a number t such that 0 < t < 1 and x, = (1 - t) x,, + 
tx E B n X. Setting x = x, in (+) we find f (xt, y,) + rp( y,) < (I. Using the 
convexity of v, and the concavity of x -+f (x, yJ, from this inequality we 
easily derive 
(1 - Q(f (x0, Yo) + P(Yo) - rp(x0)) + 4f (x5 YJ + dYo>> G 44x)* (+++I 
Dividing (+++) by t > 0 and taking (++) into account, we get f (x, y,) + 
p( yO) < q(x), which proves that y, satisfies (10). 
We now turn to the case y, E g. Let x be any point in X. Since 
y,EBnX,thereexistsO<t<l suchthaty,=(l--)y,+txEBnX.By 
(+), f ( yt, yO) + rp( y,,) < q( y,). Using the convexity of rp and the concavity of 
x -f (x, Y,), we find (1 - Qf (y,, Y,) + 4f (x, Y,) + v(~d) G W(x), and since 
f (y,, y,) > 0, we get f (x, yO) + I < q(x), which completes the proof of 
the second case. 
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3. Fixed Points (I) 
In this section, we mention some fixed point results that can be derived 
directly from Theorem 1.1’ (with a compact Y). Case (b) of Theorem 1.6 
below is a result of Fan [19]; case (c) is due to Hukuhara [20]. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let X and C be convex subsets of a Hausdorff I.c.s. E, 
and s : X-+X + C a compact map. Suppose that one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(a) X is closed and C is compact; 
(b) X is compact and C is closed; 
(c) c= (0). 
Then, there is a point .? E X such that s(2) E f + C. 
Proof: Let V be any open, convex neighbourhood of the origin in E. Let 
Y be a compact set such that s(X) c Y c X + C. Apply Theorem 1.1’ to 
A=C+ V, Z=E, and g:Xx Y+Z given by g(x,y)=x-y. All the 
requirements are clearly satisfied, and Property (1) clearly does not hold. We 
thus conclude that there exists xy E X such that s(xy) - xy E C + V. In other 
words, the following assertion holds: (+) for each neighbourhood V of 0 in 
E, (s - i)(X) f~ (C + V) # 0. (i : X+ E denotes the inclusion map). 
Now, take into account the additional assumptions of the theorem. In the 
first case (a), it follows from Lemma 2 that (s - i)(X) is closed in E; since 
on the other hand C is compact, we deduce from (+) and the regularity of 
the space E that (s - i)(X) n C # 0, i.e., there exists f E X such that 
~(2) E 2 + C. In the second case, (s - i)(X) is compact and C is closed in E: 
the conclusion follows as in case (a). Finally, when C = {O), the assertion is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 2(ii). 
The next result extends Theorem 10 of Fan [ 191, which theorem is itself a
sharpening of a result by Iohvidov [7]. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let X be a compact convex space, Y a topological 
space and, C a closed subset of a regular space Z. Denote by F’(C) a basis 
of open neighbourhoods of C in Z. Let g : X x Y -+ Z be a continuous map 
such that for every y E Y and any U E ‘i”“(C), the set {x E X : g(x, y) E U} is 
nonempty and convex. Then, for each s E g(X, Y), there exists 2 E X such 
that g(2, s(2)) E C. 
Proof Let U E p”(C) be fixed. Apply Theorem 1.1’ to A = U. Clearly, 
all the conditions are satisfied and Property (1) does not hold. Hence, there 
exists xU E X such that g(xU, s(x”)) E U. This amounts to saying that 
g(D) n U # 0 for each U E p“(C), where D denotes the compact set 
D = {(x, s(x)) E X X Y : x E Y}. Since C is closed and g(D) is compact, it 
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follows from the regularity of Z that g(D) n C # 0, i.e., there is a point 
.? E X such that g($ s(a)) E C. 
Applications of this kind of result to the study of invariant subspaces of 
certain classes of linear operators have been given by Iohvidov [ 71. Another 
application of Proposition 1.7 is 
COROLLARY 1.8. In a Hausdor- kc. E, let Y be a compact convex set 
and C a closed convex set. Let D be a compact convex subset of IK (=R or C, 
depending on whether the vector space E is real or complex) and let f : Y---t E 
be a continuous map satisfying the following condition: 
(13) For each y E Y, there exists A E D such that 
?Ly+(l--)f(y)E YfC. 
Then, there is a point (i, j) E D x Y such that (1 - fi)(f ($) - $) E C. 
Observe that in case D = {O) this corollary reduces to Theorem 1.6(b). 
When C=(O) and D={kEIK:ILI<Ao} with O<I,< 1, it reduces to a 
special case of Theorem 3 by Fan [ 2 I] where the condition (13) is replaced 
by the weaker assumption: 
For each y E Y, there is a number A (real or complex, depending on 
whether the vector space E is real or complex) such that /A/ < 1 and 
&v + (1 - n>f (y) E Y. 
Proof of Corollary 1.8. Let X = D x Y and denote the points of X 
by x = (3L, z). Consider the map g :X x Y + E defined by g(x, y) = ,ly + 
(1 - ,l)f (y) - z. Clearly, g is continuous. Moreover, for each fixed y E Y 
and each open convex neighbourhood V of 0 in E, the set {(A, z) E D x Y : 
Az+(l -A)f(y)-zEC+ V} is nonempty, by (13), and convex. We may 
therefore apply Proposition 1.7 to g and find that for each s E @(X, Y), there 
is a point 2 E X such that g(,i?, s(a)) E C. In particular, if s : X+ Y is the 
continuous map defined by s(x) = z for each x = (A, z) E X, this implies that 
there exists (I,,?) E D x Y such that i? + (1 - l) f (i) - z^ E C, which was to 
be proved. 
4. An Intersection Theorem 
This subsection is devoted to the proof of an intersection theorem, which 
is a further application of Theorem 1.1 (actually, Theorem 1.1 will be used 
only in the special case where X is compact, X= Y, and s = 1,). If X,, 
X 2,..., X  are n sets, we let X = n;= i Xi and Xi = nj,i Xj. The points in Xi 
are denoted by gi = (y,, y, ,..., yi_, , yi+ i ,..., y ). If x and y belong to X, we 
let (Xi,yli)=(YI,YZ,..‘,Yi-l,Xi,Yi+l,...,Yn}. 
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THEOREM 1.9. Let X, , X, ,..., X be n (>2) convex spaces and let A,, 
A z ,..., A , be n subsets of X = nr=, Xi satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) For each i and for every xi E Xi, the section ai = ( ci E Ri : 
(xi, y”,) E A i} is compactly open in 2i. 
(b) For each i and for every gi E Ti, the section Ai = {xi E Xi : 
(xi, y”,) E A i) is nonempty and convex. 
(c) For at least (n - 1) indices i, there is a c-compact set Ki c Xi such 
that ~i\UxisKiai(~i) is compact. 
Then, the intersection fly-, Ai is nonempty. 
Observe that Condition (c) of Theorem 1.9 holds in each of the following 
situations: 
(c,) At least (n - 1) of the Xi’s (say X,, X3,..., X,) are compact. 
Indeed, in that case, (c) is satisfied by Ki = Xi for i = 2, 3,..., n because by 
(b) the sets 2i\U,,,x,ai(Xi) are empty. Thus, Theorem 1.9 generalizes 
Theorem 1 of Fan [22] where all the XI)s are supposed to be compact. 
(cJ For at least (n - 1) indices i, there are a compact set eicFi and 
a c-compact set Ki c Xi such that Ki n Ai # 0 for every gi E Xi\Li. 
Taking (a) into account, it is not difficult to see that this condition (cz) is in 
fact equivalent to (c). 
(cj) There is a c-compact set K c X such that KC? ny- , Ai # 0 
for every y E X\K. 
Indeed, (c3) obviously implies that for each i, Kin Ai is not empty for 
every gi E Xi\Li, where K, and ei denote the projections of K on Xi and Xi 
respectively. Since Ki and Ei are clearly c-compact sets, the previous 
condition (cJ is satisfied, and therefore (c) holds. Thus, Theorem 1.9 
includes Theorem 11 of Fan [ 131 as a special case. 
Proof of Theorem 1.9. The proof is divided into two parts. In a first step, 
we construct a family of nonempty compact convex sets Ci c Xi, 
i E { 1, 2,..., n}, such that 
for each i, ei c u Ai( (*I 
XiECi 
In a second step, we show that the multifunction S : C = n;=, Ci --$ 2” 
defined by 
S(x) = { y E C : y^; E ai for each i}, 
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has a fixed point, which will complete the proof since x E S(x) is equivalent 
to XE n;z’=lAi. 
First step. We may assume without loss of generality that Condition (c) 
holds for i = 2, 3,..., n. It can easily be seen that the condition “for each i and 
every Gi E Xi, the section A i( ci) is nonempty” is equivalent to 
for each i, TiTi = u Ai( (+I 
I,EXi 
It follows from (a), (c) and (+) that for each i = 2, 3,..., n there exists a 
finite set (xj, xf,..., xfi} cXi such that Xi\lJ .y,,KiAi(Xi) c U~L 1 a,(X))* Thus, 
we have 
for each i = 2, 3 ,..., n, ATi c kg, A(xf) u u &Xi). (++I 
.X,EKi 
For each i = 2, 3,..., n, let Ci be the compact convex subset of Xi defined by 
Ci = conv( {xf, x,Z,..., xfl} U Xi). (++) implies 
for each i = 2, 3 ,..., n, ii c u Ai( (+++I 
liECi 
Now, we treat the case i = 1. ny_ z Ci is a compact subset of X, ; hence, in 
view of (a) and (+), there exists {xf, x:,..., X;I) cX, such that nrEz Cj c 
U i, 1 a ,(x:). Let C, be the compact convex subset of X, given by C, = 
conv(x;, xi ,..., xtl). We have 
Remember that njzi Cj is denoted by di. We can see from (+++) and 
(++++) that the nonempty compact convex spaces C, , C2,..., C satisfy the 
desired property (*). 
Second step. We show that S has a fixed point by applying Theorem 1.1 
with X= Y=C=n;=,Ci. For each xEC, the set S(x)= 
{ y E C : ci E ai for each i} is clearly open in C by virtue of (a). 
Now, fix y E C. We have S-‘(y) = (x E C :ci Eai(xi) for each i} = 
nr=l (Ai( Ci); h ence S-‘(y) is convex (by (b)) and nonempty (by 
(*)). Thus, all the requirements in Theorem 1.1 are satisfied; therefore, S has 
a fixed point and, as we have observed, the proof is complete. 
Theorem 1.9 in the case of compact X,, X2,..., X has numerous 
applications uch as the equilibrium point theorem of Nash (see [22, 191). In 
case n = 2, Theorem 1.9 can be restated in the more convenient form of the 
following (equivalent) coincidence theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.10. Let X and Y be convex spaces and let S, T : X + 2” be 
two multifunctions atisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For each x E X, S(x) is compactly open in Y, while T(x) is 
nonempty and convex. 
(i) For each y E Y, S-‘(y) is nonempty and convex, while T-‘(y) is 
compactly open in X. 
(iii) For some c-compact set KC X, the set Y\U,,, S(x) is compact. 
Then, there exists x E X such that S(x) f? T(x) # 0. 
All the subsequent results in this section will be derived from Theorem 
1.10. 
5. Minimax Equalities 
The first result of this subsection (Theorem 1.11) contains the minimax 
principle of Sion [5] and Proposition 1 of Brezis et al. [9] as special cases. 
The next two results are immediate corollaries of Theorem 1.11. At last, the 
fourth result is a slight extension of a theorem of Kneser [23], Fan [24], and 
Nikaido [25], and is similar to Theorem 7.1.5 of Aubin [ 111. 
THEOREM 1.11. Let X and Y be convex spaces and let f : X x Y + l? be 
a function satisfying: 
(14) For each fixed x E X, the function y + f (x, y) is quasi-convex on 
Y and 1.s.c. on compact subsets of Y. 
(15) For each fixed y E Y, the function x + f (x, y) is quasi-concave on 
X and U.S.C. on compact subsets of X. 
( 16) For some c-compact set K c X and some y’ > SUP,,~ inf,, yf (x, y), 
the set L = { y E Y : rnaxxcKf (x, y) < y”) is compact. 
Then, the following equality holds: 
(17) SUP,,~ infYcyf (x,y) = min,,, whxf (x,y). 
Proof We follow an idea used by Dugundji and Granas [26] in their 
proof of Sion’s minimax principle. Clearly, any function f satisfies the 
inequality a = SUP,,~ infysvf (x, y) </I = infyEr supx.xf (x, y). Suppose there 
exists a real number y such that a < y < /I (we may assume y < ‘y3; we show 
that this leads to a contradiction. Indeed, the multifunctions S, T : X + 2’ 
given by S(x) = { y E Y : f (x, y) > y} and T(x) = { y E Y : f (x, y) < r} would 
satisfy all the requirements of Theorem 1.10 [(i) and (ii) are immediate; (iii) 
follows from the fact that Y\Ux.K S(x) = { y E Y : max,,K f (x, y) < r} is 
included in the compact set L and is therefore itself compact by (14)]. Hence 
there would exist an x E X such that S(x) n T(x) # 0: this is absurd. Conse- 
quently, a = /3. To complete the proof, it remains to show that the function 
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W(Y) = suP,,AJ% Y) achieves its minimum on Y. Observe that this 
minimum, if it exists, must belong to L. Now, L is nonempty (since y’> p), 
compact and v is 1.s.c. on L (by (14)): hence, the minimum of w does exist 
on L. 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let X be a convex set in a vector space E, Y a convex 
space and f: X x Y + R a function satisfying (14) and 
(15’) For each fixed y E Y, the function x + f (x, y) is afBne. 
(16’) For somefinite set K c X and some y’ > SUP,,~ inf,, rf (x, y), the 
set L = ( y E Y : rnaxxeK f (x, y) < y’} is compact. 
Then, the equality (17) holds. 
Proof. We equip E with the finite topology and X with the induced 
topology. Then, X is a convex space and K is a c-compact subset of X. In 
order to apply Theorem 1.11, we only need to show that for each fixed y E Y 
the function x +f (x, y) is U.S.C. on X. Fix y in Y and let E, be any finite- 
dimensional flat in E. The affine function x -f(x, y) is, evidently, continuous 
on Xn E, supplied with the Euclidean topology: this means exactly that 
x + f (x, y) is continuous on X supplied with the finite topology of E. The 
corollary is proved. 
COROLLARY 1.13. Let X be a convex set in a vector space E, Y a convex 
space, and f : X X Y -+ R a function satisfying (14), (16’), and (15”) For 
each fixed y E Y, the function x -+ f (x, y) is concave. 
Furthermore, assume that the intersection of X with each finite-dimensional 
flat E, c E is open in the Euclidean topology of E,. Then, the equality (17) 
holds. 
Proof The proof is quite similar to that of Corollary 1.12, but here we 
invoke the following classical result of convex analysis: every real-valued 
convex (or concave) function defined on a convex open subset of a finite- 
dimensional space is continuous. 
THEOREM 1.14. Let X be a convex set in a vector space E, Y a convex 
space, and f : X X Y + R a function satisfying (15 ‘I), (16’), and 
(14’) For each fixed x E X, the function y + f (x, y) is convex on Y 
and 1.s.c. on compact subsets of Y. 
Then, the equality (17) holds. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1.11, we assume (arguing by 
contradiction) that there is a number y such that supxex inf,,,f (x, y) < y < 
infyev sup,,xf(x, y) and y ,< 7. For each x E X, let V(x) = (y E Y: 
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f(x, y) > y}. From our choice of y, we see that Y = U,,, V(x). On the other 
hand, the set M= Y\U,,, V(x) is included in the compact set L (16’); it is 
therefore compact (14’) and each V(x) n it4 is open in M. Hence, there 
exists a finite set K’ CX such that Mc U,,,, V(x) and, finally, 
Y= (J;=, V(x,), where {x,, xz ,..., xn} = KU K’. 
Next, let C be the compact convex subset of R” defined by C = 
{t = (tl, tZ,..., t,)E R”: for each i, ti > 0 and Cy=, ti = 1). Consider the 
multifunctions S, T : C + 2” defined for tEC by S(t)={yE Y: 
Cy= i tif(Xi) y) > y } and T(t) = ( y E Y : Cy=, tif(Xi ) y) < 7 }; we show that 
S and T satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1.10. 
(i) Let t E C be fixed. It follows from (14’) that the function 
Y + CI= 1 fif(xi 3 Y> is convex on Y and 1.s.c. on compact subsets of Y. Thus, 
S(t) is compactly open in Y, and T(t) is convex. Since 
y > SUP,~* inf,,,f(x, y), there is a point y E Y such thatf(C;=, t,x,, y) < y: 
hence, using (15”), we see that T(f) is not empty. 
(ii) Let y E Y be fixed. The function t--t Cr=, tif(xi,y) is linear and 
continuous on R”. Therefore, T- ’ ( y) is open in C and S-‘(v) is convex. On 
the other hand, there exists i E ( 1, 2 ,..., n} such that y E V(x,); this implies 
that S-‘(y) is not empty. 
Thus, all the requirements of Theorem 1.10 are satisfied; therefore, there 
exists t E C such that S(t) n T(f) # 0: this is absurd. With this 
contradiction, the proof of Theorem 1.14 is complete. 
6. Fixed Points (II) 
In this subsection, we discuss applications of Theorem 1.10 in the fixed 
point theory for multivalued mappings. Throughout the subsection, E will 
denote a real Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space, E’ its dual 
space and (a, a) : E’ x E + R the natural pairing between E’ and E. Let X be 
a subset of E. A nonempty-valued multifunction F :X -+ 2E is said to be 
upper hemicontinuous (Lasry and Robert [27]) on X if, for each x’ E E’, the 
function x + SU~,,~(~)(X’, z) E R U {+co} is U.S.C. on X. One verifies easily 
that upper semicontinuous multifunctions and, more generally, upper 
demicontinuous multifunctions (Fan [21]) are upper hemicontinuous in the 
above sense; the converse is not true in general. Moreover, any linear 
combination of upper hemicontinuous multifunctions is, clearly, upper 
hemicontinuous. As it is well known, upper semi continuous multifunctions 
do not enjoy this property. 
We begin with the following elementary lemma which will be needed in 
the proof of Theorem 1.16. 
LEMMA 1.15. Let C be a convex set in E, x; E E’, and E > 0. Then 
inf,,, 1(x;, u)] < E if and only ifinfuE,(x;, u) < E and inf,,,(-xi, U) < F. 
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Prooj The “only if’ part is evident. To prove the “if’ part, let y be any 
real number such that y > E. Choose u1 and u2 in C such that (x6, u,) < y 
and (xb, u2) > -y. Consider U, = U, + t(u, - u,), where t = 1 if (xh, u2) < y, 
t=(Y-(xl,9%))/( x6, u2 - u,) otherwise. An easy calculation shows that 
U, E C and 1(x;, ul)\ < y for any y with y > E. The assertion follows. 
THEOREM 1.16. Let X be a bounded convex set in a real Hausdorff 1.c.s 
E. Let F : X -+ 2” be an upper hemicontinuous multifunction such that for 
each x E X, F(x) is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of E. Furthermore, 
assume 
(18) For each x E X, F(x) n X # 0. 
(19) For some closed band B(x;) = (u E E : 1(x/,, u)l <,I), with 
x;, E E’ and ,I > 0, the set (x E X : (F(x) - x) n B(x;) # 0) is contained in a 
compact set L c X. 
Then, there exists an .f E X such that ,f E F(Z). 
Observe that (19) is immediately satisfied if X is compact. 
ProoJ Let E be a fixed number such that 0 < E < A. We equip E’ with the 
finite topology and apply Theorem 1.10 to the multifunctions S, T : E’ --+ 2x 
defined, for x’ E E’, by 
T(x’)=(xEX: sup(x’,y-xx)<&}. 
ycx 
Observe that these sets cannot intersect since by (1 S), for each x E X and 
x’ E E’, infiGF(xj(x’, z - x) < sup,,, (x’, y -x). Consequently, at least one 
of the conditions in Theorem 1.10 is not fulfilled. Let us investigate these 
conditions. 
(iii) We claim that (iii) is satisfied by K = {x;l) U {-x/,}. First, we 
note that, due to the upper hemicontinuity of F, the set X\(S(xh) U S(-xh)) 
is closed in X. Next, we observe that, in view of Lemma 1.15, we can 
write X\(S(x;) U S(-XL)) = {xE X: infiE.(,, 1(x;, z-x)] < E}. Hence, 
X\(W) u S(-xA)) is contained in {x E X : (F(x) - x) n B(xh) # 0) (since 
E < A); it is therefore compact in view of (19). Thus, (iii) holds. 
(i) Fix x’ E E’. The set S(x’) is open in X by the upper hemicon- 
tinuity of F. The set r(x’) is clearly convex; it is also nonempty: indeed, X 
being bounded, (r = supYEx(x’, y) is finite, h ence there exists x E X such that 
a < (x’, x) + E; such an x belongs to T(x’). Thus, (i) is satisfied. 
(ii) Fix x E X. The set T-‘(x) is open in E’: indeed, any real-valued 
convex function defined on a finite-dimensional vector space is continuous; 
hence, the function x’ + supBEx(x’, y - x is continuous on E’ (supplied with ) 
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the finite topology), and therefore, T-‘(x) is open in E’. The set S-‘(x) is, 
clearly, convex. If S-‘(x) was nonempty, all the requirements of Theorem 
1.10 would be satisfied. But this is absurd, as we have observed. Therefore, 
there is an x, E X such that S - ’ (x,) = 0. 
Thus, we have shown that for each sufficiently small E there exists x, E X 
such that SUP,,,~, infiEftx ) (x’, z -xc) < E. Consider now the 1.s.c. function 
v, :X-+ R U (too} defined for x E X by o(x) = sup,,,E1 inflE,,,,(x’, z -x). 
By invoking Lemma 1.15 again, one can see that the (nonempty) set (x E X : 
p(x) < E) is contained in the compact set (x E X : infiEF,,, 1(x;, z -x)1 < E}. 
Hence, o achieves its minimum on X, i.e., there is a point 2 E X such that 
inf,..,;,(x’, z - 2) < 0 for all x’ E E’. This means that 2 and F(i) cannot be 
strictly separated by a closed hyperplane. Since F(f) is closed and convex, 
we infer that ,$ belongs to F(g). The proof of the theorem is complete. 
The above proof shows that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.16 can be 
slightly weakened. First, it is enough to require F to be upper hemicon- 
tinuous only on compact subsets of X. Next, (19) can be replaced by the 
weaker condition: 
(19’) For some closed bands II( B(x$.., B(xA) deJined by B(x() = 
(u E E : 1(x;, u)I <A} with A > 0 and xl E E’ for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, the set 
or= 1 {x E X : (F(x) - x) fY B(x,!) # 0} is contained in a compact set L c X. 
Finally, Theorem 1.10 remains valid if, instead of (1 S), we assume: 
(18’) There exists y > 0 such that for each x E X, (F(x) - x) n 
(U o<.&(X-x))f0. 
Indeed, U osAsYA(X - x) = y(X - x); hence, F satisfies (18’) if and only if 
(l/y)(F - (1 - r) i) satisfies (18); now, we may clearly apply Theorem 1.16 
to (l/y)(F - (1 - 7) i) to find an .? E X such that 2 E (l/y)(F@) - (1 - r) a), 
i.e., i E F(i). We point out that (18’) cannot be strengthened to 
(IS”) For each x E X, (F(x) - x) n R,(x) # 0 where R,(x) = 
urJc.1 A(X- x). 
Indeed, if X is open in E, R,(x) = E for each x E X, so that (18”) is not a 
restriction; now, it is easy to find fixed-point free continuous maps defined 
on a bounded, open, convex set X c E and satisfying (19) (take E = R, 
X = IO, 1 [ and f(x) = x + 1). Conditions such as (18”) have been considered 
by many authors; for more details on that direction, please refer to Section 3. 
Theorem 1.16 includes the Kakutani fixed point theorem and its inlinite- 
dimensional generalization by Fan [28] and Glicksberg [29j. In case of a 
single-valued map, Theorem 1.16 takes the following simple form. 
COROLLARY 1.17. Let X be a bounded convex set in a real Hausdorff 
1.c.s. E. Let f: X+X be a continuous map satisfying the following condition 
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(20) For some weak neighbourhood V of 0 in E, the set {x E X: 
f(x) -x E V} is contained in a compact set L c X. 
Then, there exists ,? E X such that 2 = f (2). 
Proof: Since V is a weak neighbourhood of 0 in E, there exist 
(xi, xi,..., XL} c E’ and I > 0 such that ny=, B(x;) c V where B(x;) = 
{U E E : 1(x;, u)l < 1) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Now, by (20), we have n yEI {x E X : 
;(;,$xEB(xj)W; h ence (19’) is satisfied, and we may apply Theorem 
. . 
The next corollary is a set-valued version of Theorem 1.6; its case (c) is a 
result of Himmelberg [30]. 
COROLLARY 1.18. Let X and C be convex subsets of a Hausdorff 1.c.s. 
E. Let F : X+ 2xt(‘ be a compact multifunction with nonempty, closed, 
convex values. Suppose that one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) X is closed and C is compact. 
(b) X is compact and is closed. 
(c) c= {O}. 
Then, there is a point 2 E X such that F(a) n (2 + C) f 0. 
Proof Case (b) follows directly from Theorem 1.16 applied to F’(x) = 
F(x) - C. To treat the cases (a) and (c), let V be any open convex 
neighbourhood of the origin in E. Since F(X) is a compact subset of X + C, 
we can find ( y,, y, ,..., y,} c X + C such that F(X) c U ;_, (yi + V). For 
each i, yi = xi + ci with xi E X and ci E C. Let K be the convex compact 
subset of X given by K = conv(x,, x2,..., x }. From the above inclusion we 
get F(K) c K + C + V. Next, we apply the previous case (b) to the 
restriction of F on K and with C replaced by C + I? We obtain that there 
exists xy E X such that F(x,) n (x,, + C + P) # 0. At this point, we have 
proved the following assertion: 
(+) For each neighbourhood V of 0 in E, (F - i)(X) f? (C + V) # 0. 
The remainder of the proof goes exactly as in Theorem (1.6) and. 
therefore, will not be repeated here. 
The next corollary is to be compared with Proposition 1.7; it contains 
Theorem 17 of Browder [S] as a special case. 
COROLLARY 1.19. Let X be a compact convex subset of a Hausdor- 
1.c.s. E, Y a topological space, and C a closed subset of a topological space 
Z. Let G : X x Y+ 2z be an upper semicontinuous multtfunction such that 
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for each y E Y the set {x E X : G(x, y) n C # 0) is nonempty and convex. 
Then, for each s E %?(X, Y), there exists 9 E X such that G($ s(i)) n C # 0. 
Proof: Let s E @(X, Y). As in Browder’s corresponding result, we prove 
the assertion by showing that the multifunction F : X + 2x given for x E X 
by F(x) = {z E X : G(z, s(x)) n C # la} has a fixed point. Observe that F has 
a closed graph, since the multifunction (z, x) + G(z, s(x)) is upper semicon- 
tinuous on X x X. Hence, F is upper semicontinuous, and we may apply 
Theorem 1.16 to get the conclusion. 
2. INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SEMIMONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
A large amount of nonlinear boundary value problems may be treated 
with the help of the theory of monotone operators. In this section, we are 
concerned with two of the basic results of this theory, namely, the 
Debrunner-Flor monotone extension theorem and the Hartman-Stampacchia 
theorem on variational inequalities. For the reader’s convenience, we recall 
these results before delineating the purpose of the section. 
Let E and F denote two real Hausdorff t.v.s., X a nonempty compact 
convex set in E, (a, .) a bilinear form on F X E whose restriction F x X is 
continuous. Let A be a monotone subset of X x F (that is, for each pair of 
elements (x, u) and (y, v) of A, we have (U - v, x - y) 2 0), and let s : X + F 
be a continuous map. The result of Debrunner and Flor [3 1 ] (see also Fan 
[ 191 and Browder [8]) can be stated as follows: 
(i) There exists y, E X such that (s(y,,) + u,x-y,,) >, 0 for all 
(x, u) E A. 
When A is the graph of a single-valued, finitely continuous, monotone 
operator defined on all of X, a better esult holds (Hartman and Stampacchia 
1321): 
XEP Th 
ere exists y, E X such that (s(y”) + A(y,), x - y,,) > 0 for all 
Extensions and applications of this result are discussed in Leray and Lions 
[33], Browder [34], Brezis [35], Brezis et al. [91, Mosco [lo], and Joly and 
Mosco [ 361. 
Now, with the above notations, let D = {x E X: A(x) # 0) (here, A is 
considered as a multifunction from X into 2F) and let f: X x D x X + R be 
given by 
f ((3 XYY> = uayf,,(scr, + K x -Y> for (& x, y) E X x D x X. 
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The assertions (i) and (ii) are easily seen to be respectively equivalent to: 
Cj) There exists y, E X such that f( yO, x, y,J > 0 for all x E D. 
(jj) There exists y, E D such that f(y,, y,, x) < 0 for all x E X 
(D =X). 
The above-defined function f is an example of what we call a 
semimonotone function. It is our object in the first subsection to study such 
functions in an abstract setting. Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, whose proofs are 
based on Theorem II, give fairly general conditions for the problems Cj) and 
(jj) to have a solution. All the subsequent results of the section are 
applications of these theorems. In Subsections 2 and 3, we obtain extensions 
of Debrunner and Flor’s result (i) and Hartman and Stampacchia’s result 
(ii), respectively. The essential improvement consists in a relaxation of the 
compactness (coercivity) assumption. It should be noted that our argument 
is simple and does not require the use of partitions of unity or Galerkin 
approximation method. In Subsection 4, we present some fixed point and 
related results concerning mappings of nonexpansive type in Hilbert spaces. 
Throughout this section, K, stands for the convex hull of KU ( y). 
1. Main Results 
Let D be an arbitrary set in a compact convex space X and g : D x X--t R 
a function such that g(x, x) = 0 for each x E D. From Fan’s minimax 
inequality we know that, if D =X, then 
(a) There exists y,, E X such that g(x, y,,) > 0 for all x E D whenever 
(a) for each x E D, y -+ g(x, y) is U.S.C. on X, (a’) for each y E X, x --+ g(x, y) 
is convex on D; 
(p) There exists y,, E D such that g(y,, x) < 0 for all x E X whenever 
(b) for each x E D, y + g(x, y) is concave on X, (b’) for each y E X, 
x + g(x, y) is 1.s.c. on D. 
For our purpose, the requirements (a’) and (b’) are inadequate. They will 
be replaced by the monotonicity condition (Mosco [lo]): 
(cl for every (x, Y) E D x D, g(x, Y) + g(y, x) > 0. 
With that condition, it is clear that any solution of (/I) satisfies (a). As 
special cases of Theorems (2.2) and (2.4) below, we obtain the following 
result: if g satis-es (a), (b) and (c), then (a) holds for any D c X; if in 
addition D =X and g satisfies a mild continuity condition with respect o the 
first variable (instead of (b’)), then @) holds. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a convex space and D a subset of X. A 
function f: X x D x X-+ R is called semimonotone if it satisfies the con- 
ditions: 
4OYfY7’1 I2 
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(22) For every l E X and (x, Y) E D x D, f(t, x, Y) +f(C, Y, x) > 0. 
(23) For each fixed < E X and x E D, y *f(T, x, y) is concave on X. 
(24) For each fixed x E D, y +f(y, x, y) is U.S.C. on compact subsets 
of x. 
. 
Clearly, any function g : D x X-t R satisfying the foregoing conditions 
(a), (b), and (c) may be identified with a semimonotone function by setting 
f(L x, Y) = dx, Y) for (t, x, Y> E X x D x X. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a convex space, D c X an arbitrary subset, and 
f : X x D x X+ R a semimonotone function. Assume that the following 
compactness condition holds: 
(25) There are a compact set L c X and a c-compact set K c X such 
that for each y E X\L there is an x E K, n D with f (y, x, y) c 0. 
Then, there exists y, E X such that f (y,, x, y,) > 0 for all x E D. 
Observe that in case X is compact condition (25) is satisfied by 
L=K=X. 
ProoJ Consider the multifunction G : D + 2x given by 
G(x)= 1~EX:f(Y,x,y)>Ol for x E D. 
We have to prove that n{G(x) : x E D} is not empty. To do this, we show 
that G satisfies the requirements of Theorem II. 
First, we claim that G is KKM. For, let {x, ,..., x } c D and y, = cr_, t,xi 
with ti > 0 and x1=, ti = 1. It follows from (22) that 
for every i, j E ( 1, 2 ,..., n ), f(Y,,xi,Xj)+f(YorXj,Xi)~O. (i-1 
Multiplying (+) by ti and summing over i, we find 
for every j E { 1, 2 ,..., n), 
9 tif (y,, xi, Xj) + ,$, tif (y(), xj, Xi) > 0. 
i= I 
Using the concavity assumption (23), we obtain 
for every j E ( 1, 2 ,..., n }, 
(++I 
(+++I 
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Again multiplying by ti, summing over j, and using (23) we get 
Since each ti is nonnegative and C;=, ti = 1, it follows from (++++) that 
there exists an index i with f( y,, xi, y,) > 0. This means that 
y, E lJ y_, G(x,), and proves that G is KKM. 
Next, we verify that the other requirements of Theorem II are also 
satisfied. 
(i) By virtue of (25), the set { y E X : y E 0 (G(x) : x E K,, n D)) is 
contained in the compactum L; hence the compactness condition (j) (see the 
remark following Theorem II) is satisfied, and consequently so is (i). 
(iiF By virtue of (24), G(x) is compactly closed in X for each 
x E D. Hence (ii)- are satisfied by I-= G. 
Thus, all the conditions in Theorem II are fulfilled; therefore, n {G(x) : 
x E X} # 0, and the proof is complete. 
We assume from now that D = X. This allows to introduce one further 
concept. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X be a convex space. A semimonotone function 
f : X x X x X-r R is said to be hemicontinuous if the following condition 
holds: 
(26) For each fixed (Cx) E X X X, the function h : [0, 1 ] + R given 
for t E [0, l] by h(t) =f(<, (1 - t) l+ tx, x) is I.s.c. at t = 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a convex space, (D :X+ R U { +ac, } a convex 
kc. function, and f : X x X x X+ R a hemicontinuous semimonotone 
function such that: 
(27) For every (r, x) E X x X, f (r, x, x) < 0. 
Assume that the following compactness condition holds: 
(28) There are a compact set L c X and a c-compact set K c X such 
that for each y E X\L there is an x E K, with f (y, y, x) + tq( y) > q(x). 
Then, there exists y, E X such that f (y,, y,,, x) + tq( y,) < q(x) for all x E X. 
Proof: The proof follows a pattern developed by Dugundji and Granas 
[ 11. Let G : X + 2x be the multifunction defined for x E X by 
G(x)= {Y E X :f (y, y, x) + V(Y) < q(x)}. 
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We have to show that 0 {G(x) : x E X} is not empty. As in the proof of the 
previous theorem, we invoke Theorem II (with D =X). 
First, note that G is KKM. Indeed, let y, E conv{x, ,..., x ,). Suppose 
y, 6Z u;_, G(xi), that is f(y,,, y,, xi) + 9(,r,) > 9(xi) for each i = I,..., n. It 
follows from the convexity of 9 and (23) that f( y,, y,,, y,) + 9( v,) > 9(y,), 
which contradicts (27). Hence y,, E U I= i G(x,) and G is KKM. 
Next, by (28), there are a compact set L c X and a c-compact set K c X 
such that {yEX:y E 0 (G(x): x E K, n D}} c L. Thus, condition (i) of 
Theorem II is satisfied (see the remark following this theorem). 
Consider now the multifunction r : X+ 2” given by 
T(x) = 1 Y E x :f(.Y, x2 Y> + 9(x) 2 9(Y>li 
we verify that r satisfies the remaining requirements of Theorem II. 
(ii) Let y E G(x), so that f(y, y, x) + 9(y) < 9(x). Since f satisfies 
(22), we find that f(y, x, Y) + 9(x> > 9(y), hence Y E T(x). 
(iii) From the lower semicontinuity of 9 and (24) it follows that T(x) 
is compactly closed in X for each x E X. 
(iv) Let C be any convex subset of X. Because of (ii), it is enough to 
show 0 {T(x)nC:xEC}cn {G(x)T\C:XEC}. Let y,,En (T(x)n 
C :x E C}. Obviously, we may assume 9(yJ < +co (if 9(y,) = fco, then 
9(x) = +co for all x E C, which immediately implies y, E n {G(x) n C : 
x E C}). Let x be any fixed point in C (again, we may assume 9(x) < +co). 
For each 0 < t < 1, set x, = (1 - t) y, + tx. Since C is convex, x, E C and 
therefore y, E T(x,), which amounts to saying that f(y,, x,, y,) + 9(x,) > 
(o(JJ,) for all t E [0, 11. Using the convexity of 9, we thus have 
f(y,,x,,y,)~t(rp(y,)--cp(x)) forall O<t< 1. (+I 
On the other hand, by (27), f(v,,, xI, xl) < 0; therefore, using the concavity 
condition (23), we find 
(l-~>f(Y,,x,,~,)+~f(~,,x,,x)SO for all 0 <t < 1. (++) 
Combining (+) and (++), we obtain 
(1 - 4(9(YrJ) - 9(x)) +f(Jb, x,9 x> s 0 forall 0 <t< 1. (+++) 
Now, let t + 0 in (+++): from the hemicontinuity of S, it follows that 
9(y0) - 9(x) +f(uo, y,, x) < 0. This shows that y, E G(x) n C for each 
x E C, and, therefore, 0 {T(x) n C : x E C} c 0 {G(x) n C : x E C}. 
Thus, all the requirements of Theorem II are satisfied. It follows that 
0 {G(x) : x E X} is not empty, which was to be proved. 
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Theorem 2.4 (which is to be compared with Proposition 1.4) simplifies 
and extends a result of Joly and Mosco (Theorem 6.2 in Mosco [lo]) where 
it is assumed that X is a closed convex subset of a Hausdorff l.c.s., rpE 0, 
and f satisfies the condition: there are a nonempty compact convex set L c X 
and a point x,, E X such that f (c, y, x,,) > 0 for all <E X and y E X\L. 
Clearly, this condition (so as condition (25) of Theorem 2.2) is stronger than 
(28 1. 
To close the subsection, we consider a special situation which frequently 
occurs in practice. Let X be a convex set in a Banach space E. X is said to 
be boundedly weakly compact if for each closed ball B c E the set X n B is 
weakly compact. A function f : XX X X X + R will be called strongly 
semimonotone if it satisfies (22), (23), and 
(24’) For each fixed x E X and each weakly compact set L c X, the 
function y + f (y, x, y) is U.S.C. on L supplied with the induced weak topology 
of E. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X be a convex, boundedly weakly compact subset 
of a Banach space E, p : X -+ R U (+ co } a convex 1.s.c. function and f : X x 
X X X + R a hemicontinuous strongly semimonotone function such that 
f (5, x, x) < 0 for every (<, x) E X x X. Assume that the following “coercivity” 
condition holds: 
(29) There are nonempty bounded sets L and K in X such that for 
each y E X\L there exists x E K, with x # y and f (y, y, x) + q(y) > q(x). 
Then, there exists y0 E X such that f (y,, y,, x) + q( y,) < q(x) for all x E X. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 2.4 and the definitions that for each 
closed ball B c E, there exists y, E X n B such that f ( ye, y,, x) + p( y,) < 
o(x) for all x E Xn B. To complete the proof, apply Proposition 1.5 to 
g : X x X -+ R defined by g(x, y) = f ( y, y, x). 
2. Extension of Monotone Sets 
In this subsection and the next one, we are given two real Hausdorff t.v.s. 
E and F, a convex set Xc E and a bilinear form (., .) on F x E whose 
restriction to any product F x L, with L compact in X, is continuous (this 
assumption is satisfied in most applications, since the natural pairing 
between a Hausdorff 1.c.s. E and its dual space F equipped with the strong 
topology enjoys this property). A subset A c E X F is called a monotone set 
(Debrunner and Flor [3 11) if for any two points (x, U) and (y, v) in A we 
have (U - v, x - y) > 0. A multifunction A : E + 2” is said to be monotone if 
its graph (also denoted by A) is a monotone subset of E x F. The 
relationship between monotone sets and semimonotone functions is 
evidenced by the following obvious proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A : E -+ 2’ be a monotone multifunction with a 
domain D = {xE E : A(x)# 0) contained in X. Let s :X-+ F be a map 
which is continuous on compact subsets of X. Then, the function f : X x D x 
X+ R given by f(5; x, y) = infU,A(x,(s(c) + u, x - y) is well defined and 
semimonotone in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.6, we 
obtain the following monotone extension theorem which, in case of a 
compact X, reduces to Theorem 8 of Browder 181. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A c X x F be a monotone set and s : X + F a map 
which is continuous on compact subsets of X. Assume that the following 
compactness condition holds: 
(25 ‘) There are a compact set L c X and a nonempty compact convex 
set KC X such that for each y E X\L there is an (x, u) E A n (K, x F) with 
(S(Y) + 4 x -Y> < 0. 
Then, there exists y, E X such that (s( y,) + u, x - y,) > 0 for all (x, u) E A, 
or, equivalently, the set obtained by adjoining (y,, -s(yO)) to A remains 
monotone. 
3. Variational Inequalities 
For simplicity, we consider first single-valued operators. The following 
definition of a semimonotone operator differs lightly from that of Browder 
[371. 
DEFINITION 2.8. A mapping A :X -+ F is said to be semimonotone if 
there exists a mapping x : X X X-+ F such that: 
(i) For all x E X, A(x) =x(x, x). 
(ii) For each fixed < E X, x + x(Y, x) is monotone. 
(iii) For each fixed x E X, c- A”(& x) is continuous on compact 
subsets of X. 
A semimonotone mapping A : X + F is said to be hemicontinuous if, for each 
fixed (r, x) E X x X, the function h : [0, l] + R given for t E [0, l] by h(t) =
(I(<, (1 - t) l+ tx), r- x) is 1.s.c. at t = 0. 
Clearly, if s : X + F is continuous on compact subsets of X and B : X -+ F 
is monotone (hemicontinuous), then the mapping A : X -+ F defined by 
A(x) = s(x) + B(x) is semimonotone (hemicontinuous). Moreover, if 
A : X + F is a semimonotone (hemicontinuous) mapping, then the function 
f: X X X X X-+ R defined by f (C;, x y) = (z(& x), x - y) is easily seen to be 
semimonotone (hemicontinuous) in the sense of Definition 2.1 (respectively, 
2.3). Therefore, the result below is a special case of Theorem 2.4. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let a, :X-+ R U (+co) be a convex 1.s.c. function and 
A : X+ F a hemicontinuous semimonotone mapping. Assume that the 
following “coercivity” condition holds: 
(28’) There are a compact set L c X and a n0nempt.v compact convex 
set K c X such that for each y E X\L there is an x E KY with (A(p), y - x) + 
W(Y) > cp(x>. 
Then, there exists yO E X such that (A( y,), y,, - x) + cp( yO) < q(x) for all 
x E x. 
When X is compact, Theorem 2.9 is a known result: let us mention more 
specially the proof of Minty [38], which also relies on the Knaster- 
Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz Theorem, and Theorem 24 of Brezis [35], which 
involves more general operators (however, as Minty pointed out, 
semimonotone mappings are sufficient for most known applications). When 
X is not compact, it is clear that (28’) strengthens the usual “coercivity” 
condition which is the case of K = {x,), x0 being any point such that 
dh) < +a. 
Consider now the special setting where E is a Banach space, F = E’, and 
(., .) is the pairing between E and E’. A mapping A : X--t E’ will be called 
strongly semimonotone if it satisfies the requirements (i) and (ii) of 
Definition 2.8 and (instead of (iii)): 
(iii’) For each fixed x E X and each weakly compact set L c X, the 
map r-A-(<, x) is continuous from L supplied with the induced weak 
topology of E into E’ given its strong (norm) topology. 
The result below follows directly from Proposition 2.5; it contains 
Theorem 1 of Hartman and Stampacchia [32] as a special case. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let X be a convex, boundedly weakly compact subset of 
a Banach space E, q~ : X -+ R U { +a~ } a convex I.s.c. function and A : X + E’ 
a hemicontinuous, strongly semimonotone mapping. Assume that the 
following “coercivity” condition holds: 
(29’) There are nonempty bounded sets L and K in X such that for 
each y E X\L there is an x E K, with x # y and (A(y), y - x) + q$ y) > q(x). 
Then, there exists y, E X such that (A( y,), y, -x) + cp(y~J < q(x) for all 
x E x. 
We close Subsection 3 by giving a set-valued version of Theorem 2.9. 
Here again E and F denote Hausdorff t.v.s., X a convex subset of E, and 
(., .) a bilinear form on F x E whose restriction to any product F x L, with 
L compact in X, is continuous. This clearly implies that, for each fixed 
x E X, the function v -+ (v, x) is continuous on F. In Theorem 2. I1 below, B 
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denotes any topology on F such that (F, a) is a convex space and, for each 
x E X, the function v + (v, x) is continuous on (F, K). (To fix the ideas, 
think of ,?? as a Hausdorff I.c.s., F its dual space with its strong topology and 
E as the weak-star topology of F.) 
THEOREM 2.11. Let v, : X + R U { +03 } be a convex I.s.c. function and 
A : X + 2F a multtfunction satisfying 
(30) For each x E X, A(x) is a nonempty F-compact convex set. 
(3 1) There exists a multifunction A’ : XX X--f 2’ such that 
(i) For each x E X, A(x) = A”@, x). 
(ii) For each fixed r E X, the multtfunction x+x(<, x) is 
monotone. 
(iii) For each fixed x E X, the multtfunction r--+x(<, x) is lower 
semicontinuous’ on compact subsets of X. 
(iv) For each fixed (l, x) E X x X, the function h : [ 0, 1 ] --t R given 
for t E [O, 11 by h(t) = inf{(v, r - x) : v E x(<, (1 - t) r + tx)} is 1.s.c. at 
t = 0. 
Furthermore, assume that the following “coercivity” condition holds: 
(32) There are a compact set L c X and a nonempty compact convex 
set KC X such that for each y E X\L and v E A(y) there is an x E KY with 
(v, Y - x> + V(Y) > dx>. 
Then, there exist y,, E X and u0 E A( yO) such that (vO, y, - x) + cp( y,) < q(x) 
for all x E X. 
Observe that Conditions (31) (i)-( iii are immediately fulfilled incase A is )
a monotone multifunction (set x(l, x) = A(x) for each (<,x) E X x X). On 
the other hand, one verifies easily that (3 l)(iv) holds if for each fixed r E X 
the restriction f the multifunction x + i(<, x) to any line segment D c X is 
upper semicontinuous from D into (F, r). 
Proof of Theorem 2.11. We begin by proving a minimax equality which 
will be used in the sequel. Let f be a fixed point in X such that ~(7) < +co. 
Let X, be any convex subset of X and, for each (x, v) E X, x A(T), let 
g(x, V) = (v, y- x) + (o(y) - q(x). We claim that the following equality 
holds: 
’ A multifunction T: L + 2’ is said to be lower semicontinuous on L if for each open set 
VcFtheset (c~L:r(<)nV#~}isopeninL. 
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Indeed, A(j), when supplied with 6?, is a compact convex space (30), and g 
obviously satisfies the requirements of Sion minimax principle (Theorem 
1.11) with Y = (A(y), g)). Hence, (+) holds. 
Now, consider the function f : X x X x X-t R defined by 
f(Lx,Y) = inf{( u,x-y):uE‘Q,x)J; 
we show that f satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.4. 
(i) f is semimonotone: (22) follows from (31)(ii) (and implies thatf 
is actually well-defined); (23) is obvious; (24) should be investigated in 
detail: we have to show that for each fixed x E X, each compact set L c X 
and each number I, the set W = ( y E L : f (y, x, y) < A) is open in L. 
Observe that P= {yEL :(A”(y,.x),y)n/n’#fl} where P= ((v,z)EFx 
L : (0, x - z) < A}. Let y, E W; then, there exists u0 E J(y,, x) such that 
(v,,,yO) E F. From our assumption on (., e), it follows that P is open in 
F x L. Hence, there are a neighbourhood V, of u,, and a neighbourhood U,, 
of y, with V,, x U,, c fc;. Next, from the lower semicontinuity of y + x(y, x) 
on L, we deduce that the set Ut, = {y E L :x(y,x)n V,, # a} is a 
neighbourhood of y, in L. Finally, the set U = U, n U; is a neighbourhood 
of y, in L such that U c #, which proves the openness of V. 
(ii) f is hemicontinuous: this is the assumption (3 l)(iv). 
(iii) For each y E X\L, there is an x E K with f (y, y, x) + cp( y) > p(x). 
Indeed, let y E X\L. Clearly, we may assume o(y) < +co. From (32), it 
follows min,,,,,, sup,,,((u, y - x) -t- o(y) - o(x)) > 0. Combining this 
inequality with (+) we find that there is a point x E K satisfying 
inf,,,,,,(w - x> + P(Y) > (D(X). 
Thus, all the requirements in 2.4 are satisfied; hence, there exists y,, E X 
such that inf (IEA(BOj(~, y, - x) + o(yO) < (D(X) for all x E X, or equivalently 
(since cp(h> < +a> SUP,,~ W~ca~ro~ ((Q Y, - x> + P(Y,> - a(x)) < 0. Using 
(+) again (with X, = X) we infer that there exists u0 E A(y,) such that 
(v,, y, -x) + I&Y,,) < o(x) for all x E X. The proof of the theorem is com- 
plete. 
The subdifferential of a convex function v, : E --) R U (+a} is the 
multifunction 6q : E + 2” defined, for y E E, by 6o( y) = (u E F : (0, x - y) + 
o(y) < p(x) for all x E E}. The “indicatrix” of a convex set Cc E is the 
function wc : E + R U {+co} defined, for y E E, by w,(y) = 0 if y E C, 
y,(y) = +co if y 6!? C. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let a, : E + R U { +co } be a convex 1.s.c. function and 
A : X + 2” a multifunction satisfying (30) and (3 1). Let L c X be a compact 
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set and KC X a nonempty compact convex set. Then, at least one of the 
following properties holds: 
(a) There exists y E X\L such that 0 E A(y) + 6(q + vK,)( y). 
(b) There exists y, E X such that 0 E A ( y,) + 6(q + w,~)( y,,). 
Proof: Suppose (a) does not hold, that is for every y E X\L and 
v E A(y), -v 6$ S(p + vKy)(y). Then, (32) is satisfied, and we may apply 
Theorem 2.11: there exist y, E X and v. E A( y,) such that 
-uo E 4rp + v,>(Y,>. H ence, (b) holds, and the corollary is proved. 
4. Fixed Points in Hilbert Spaces 
In this subsection, we mention some immediate consequences of Theorem 
2.10 in the fixed point theory for mappings of nonexpansive type in Hilbert 
space. This approach is suggested by Browder [39]. 
In all that follows, H denotes a real Hilbert space, X a nonempty closed 
convex subset of H, (., .) the inner product on H x H and ]] ./] its associated 
norm. As usual, H is identified with its dual space, so that the subdifferential 
of a convex function (o : H + R U {+a~ } at point y E H can be written 
&p(y) = {u E H: ( v, x - y) + o(y) < p(x) for all x E H}. As in the previous 
subsection, v/c will stand for the indicatrix function of Cc H. 
We recall that a map f: X -+ H is said to be nonexpansive if for each pair 
of points (x, y) E XX X we have I]f(x) -f(y)]] < ]]x -y]]. An easy 
calculation shows that a nonexpansive mapping f satisfies the inequality 
(f(x)-f(y),x-y)<Ilx-yll* for each (x,y)EXxX, that is i-f:X-+H 
is a monotone, continuous mapping (i : X + H denotes the inclusion map). 
Here, we shall consider slightly more general mappings, namely semi- 
nonexpansive (or semicontractive) mappings (Browder [ 401). 
DEFINITION 2.13. A map f: X -+ H is called semi-nonexpansive if there 
existsf: X x X + H such that 
(i) For all x E X, f (x) =f(x, x). 
(ii) For each fixed r E X, x -f(r, x) is nonexpansive. 
(iii) For each fixed x E X, c-f”(l, x) is strongly continuous, i.e. 
continuous from the weak topology into the norm topology. 
It follows from the foregoing remark that, if f is semi-nonexpansive, then 
i -f is strongly semimonotone. Thus, the proposition below is a special case 
of Theorem 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let rp : H + R U (+a~ } be convex 1.s.c. and f : X --) H
semi-nonexpansive. Assume that the following condition holds: 
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(29”) There are nonempty bounded sets L and K in X such that for 
each y E X\L there is an x E K, with x # y and (y -f(y), y - x) + q(y) > 
v(x)* 
Then, there exists y, E X such that f( y,J E y. + S(q + w,~)( y,). 
Proposition 2.14 leads directly to a variety of fixed point and related 
results; four of them are given below as an illustration fthe method (which 
of course makes crucial use of the hilbertian structure of H). 
Let y E X. It is a well known fact that the set y + ~w,~(JI) = 
(U E H : (u, x - y) < 0 for all x E X) coincides with the set proj; ‘(y) = 
(v E H : I/v -y/I < Ij z! - XII for all x E X). More generally, one verifies easily 
that y+~(~7+~~)(y)=(vEH:~~/v--y~J~+cp(y)~f~~v--x~~*+~(x) for 
all x E X} = prox;:,x( y). Here, proxw+ 8h : E + X denotes the proximal 
function associated to cp + v/X (see Moreau [ 4 11); in case cp E 0, proxU, = 
proj, is just the metric projection from E onto X. 
Our first result can be regarded as a reformulation of Proposition 2.14 in 
the special case X is bounded. 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let cp : H+ R V {+a) be convex 1.s.c. andf: X+ H 
semi-nonexpansive. Assume that X is bounded. Then, there exists y, E X such 
that VW(yo)-yol12 +cp(~~>=infl1/2Ilf(y,)--ll~ +dx):xEXJ. 
Observe that y,, minimizes l/2 IIf - xl/’ + p(x) on X if and only if 
y, = prox O+r,(f( y,)). It follows that Corollary 2.15 can also be derived 
from Proposition 5.b of Moreau [41] (which asserts that the function 
prox m+OX : E + X is nonexpansive) and Theorem 1 of Browder [40] (which 
asserts that any semi-nonexpansive self-map of a nonempty closed convex 
bounded set in a uniformly convex Banach space has a fixed point). 
We assume from now that v, = 0. The fangent cone to X at x E X is 
denoted by T,(x). T,(x) is the closure of R,(x) = U.,,, A(X - x). The next 
corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.14 and the fact that 
T,Y(x) n 6yx(x) = (0) for each x E X. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let f : X + H be a semi-nonexpansive mapping such 
thaff(y) 6 Y + T,dy)f or each y E X. Assume there exist nonemptjl bounded 
sets L and K in X such that for each y E X\L there is an x E K, with x + y 
and (y -f(y), y - x) > 0. Then f has a fixed point. 
Since u E y + T,(y) if and only if lim,,,. dist(( 1 - 1) y + Lv, X)/L = 0, 
Corollary 2.16 improves Theorem 2 of Reinermann and Schiineberg [42] 
which is the case of a bounded X and i -f monotone continuous (clearly, 
Corollary 2.16, just as Proposition 2.14, remains valid for the broader class 
of those mappings f such that i-f is strongly semimonotone hemicon- 
tiuous). 
An easy consequence of Corollary 2.16 is the following result. 
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COROLLARY 2.17. Let f : X -+ H be a semi-nonexpansive mapping such 
that f(y) E y + T,(y) for each y E X. Assume 0 E X. Assume further that 
there exists a nonempty bounded set L c X such that each y E X\L satisfies 
at least one of the following conditions: 
(i) f(y) = -f’(y, ty) for some t with -1 < t < 1 and ty E X. 
6) Ilf(YN G II Yll 
(iii> (fti>,Y) -GIlYl/*. 
Then f has a fixed point. 
Proof: We first observe that (i) implies (ii). For, the map y-7(&y) 
being nonexpansive, we have 11 f(y) -T(y, ty)li < I 1 - t I II yll for each y E X 
and ) t I < 1 with ty E X, hence, any y satisfying (i) also satisfies (ii). On the 
other hand, (ii) clearly implies (iii). Thus, all the requirements in 2.16 are 
satisfied (take K = (0)); therefore f has a fixed point. 
Finally, as a more and more special case of Proposition 2.14, we obtain 
the following well-known result. 
COROLLARY 2.18. Let X= (xE H: /Ix/I < 1) and f :X+ H a semi- 
nonexpansive mapping. Then, either there exist 11 XII = 1 and 0 < t < 1 such 
that x = tf(x), or there exists llxil < 1 such that x =f (x). 
Proof According to Proposition 2.14, there is an x E X such that 
f(x) - x E 6y/,(x). Now, an easy computation shows that 6v/,(x) = (v E H : 
v =J,x for some I> 0) if llx/l = 1, while 6wx(x)= (O} if /1x1/ < 1. The 
assertion follows. 
3. BEST APPROXIMATIONS AND FIXED POINTS ON NONCONVEX SETS 
The purpose of this Section is the following: given a convex set X in a 
Hausdorff t.v.s. E, a quasi-convex continuous function p : E + R, and a 
multifunction F : D -+ 2”, where D is a subset of X, we look for a point 
x E D which is with respect to p a best approximation in X of some 
v E F(x); in other words, we look for a solution of the problem 
xED and p(x-n)=inf{p(z-v):zEX} for some v E F(x). (*) 
This problem is clearly more general than the problem of seeking a fixed 
point for F. However, in the important case p is a norm on E and F satisfies 
a suitable boundary condition (the simplest one being: F(x) f~ X # 0 for all 
x E D f~ SX), the set of solutions of (*) coincides with the fixed point set of 
F. 
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In the first subsection we give a brief account of those definitions and 
results concerning boundary conditions that will be used in the sequel. The 
next two subsections are devoted to the treatment of Problem (*): in 
Subsection 2, we study the case D = X, using Theorem III and Himmelberg’s 
fixed point theorem as tools; in Subsection 3, we study the case of a 
nonconvex set D having a nonempty relative interior in X by adapting an 
argument of Granas [43, 441. In Subsection 4, we combine the results 
obtained in the previous subsections and establish some new fixed point 
theorems. The special feature of these theorems is that they (partially) extend 
both the results concerning inward multifunctions of Fan [21], Halpern [45 1, 
and Reich [46], and the results of Leray-Schauder type of Granas [44]. 
Throughout this Section C, will stand for the convex hull of CU (x) and 
.Y(E) will denote the set of all nonempty compact convex subsets of E. 
1. Boundary Conditions 
In this subsection, we quote some properties of tangent cones to a convex 
set C at a point x not necessarily in C. All the results are either well known 
or elementary, so that their proofs are merely sketched. 
In what follows, X denotes a convex set in a Hausdorff t.v.s. E, C a 
convex subset of X, and x a point in X. The radial cone, the tangent cone, 
and the normal cone to C at x are, respectively, given by 
R,(x)={vEE:u=t(z-x)forsomet>OandzEC}; 
T,(x) = R,(x); 
N,.(x) = (x’ E E’ : sup(x’, z - x) ,< 0). 
LEC 
Clearly, R,(x) = E whenever x lies in the interior of C. In the lemma 
below, the first assertion follows from the convexity of C, the second one 
from Hahn-Banach separation theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) R,(x) = Rex(x); (ii) In case E is a Hausdorfl I.c.s., 
‘T,(x) = {u E E : (x’, u) < 0 for all x’ E N,(x)}. 
Assume for a moment that E is locally convex. Let F : X+ 2” be an upper 
semicontinuous multifunction. In the recent works on fixed point theory, the 
following boundary conditions were considered. 
(a) (Halpern [45]) For each x E X, (F(x) -x) n T,(x) # 0. 
@I (Fan WI) F or each x E X and x’ E N,(x), there exists u E F(x) 
such that (x’, u - x) Q 0. 
In view of Lemma 3.l(ii), Halpern’s condition is clearly stronger than 
Fan’s condition. However, in case each F(x) is a nonempty compact convex 
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set in E, the two conditions are equivalent. For, let x E X; Fan’s condition 
amounts to saying that SU~,,~,,,~(~) infueFcx)(x’, u - x) < 0, and, by Son 
minimax principle, this implies that infuE.,,, SUP~,~,,,+)(X’, u - x) < 0; 
hence, Halpern’s condition is satisfied. Also, in this case, there is no loss of 
generality, when looking for a fixed point of F, to assume F(x) - x c T,(x) 
for each x E X instead of (a) (or (b)). For, if F satisfies (a), then each 
G(x) = F(x) n (x + T,(x)) is nonempty, compact, convex, and the associated 
multifunction G is upper semicontinuous and has the same fixed points as F; 
thus, we may study G instead of F. 
We now turn to discussing the following set: 
RF,(x) = (ZI E E : v = 0 or u = L(z - x) for some z E C 
and L with Re(L) > 0) 
Here, Re(L) denotes the real part of the complex number A. Contrary to 
the previous cones, RF,(x) is not convex in general. Obviously, if E is real, 
RF,(x) = R.(x). 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) RF,(x) = RFcX(x); (ii) x + RF,(x) = {u E E : tx + 
(1 - t) u E C, for some complex number t with 1 t 1 < 1). 
Proof (i) follows from the convexity of C. As for (ii), we begin by 
showing that RF,(x) = {U E E : u = L(z - x) for some z E C, and L with 
Re(L) > l/2}; next, we observe that the Mobius transformation L = l/(1 - t) 
maps the open unit disk onto the half-plane {A : Re(L) > l/2). 
The following boundary condition was considered by Fan [21] (single- 
valued case) and Reich [46]. 
(c) For each x E X, F(x) - x c RF,(x). 
There is no relation in general between this condition (c) and the previous 
ones (a) and (b). In the sequel, we shall strengthen (c) to 
(d) For each x E X, F(x) - x c 7’,(x) U RF,(x). 
When each F(x) is nonempty, compact and convex, (d) will also embody 
(a) and (b), as we have observed. 
Next, let p : E + R be a quasi-convex continuous function. The study of 
the best approximation problem (*) justifies the introduction of the following 
set : 
nJx;p) = (v E E : p(u - x) <p(u - z) for all z E C,}. 
n,-(x;p) is the set of those points z, E E whose “projection with respect to 
p” on C, is x. One verities easily that, in case E is a Hilbert space and p is 
the norm of E, n,(x;p) =x + N,(x). Our last lemma connects the different 
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sets considered in this section; it improves a result of Halpern and Bergman 
1471. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p : E + R be a continuous seminorm. Then, 
(x + T,(x) u RF,(x)) n n,(x;p) c {v E E : p(v - x) = 0). 
Proof: First, let v E (x + RF,(x)) n n,(x;p). On the one hand, by 
Lemma 3.2 we have tx + (1 - t) v E C, for some 1 t / < 1; on the other hand, 
p(v - x) <p(v - z) for all z E C,. Thus, in particular, p(v - x) <p(v - (tx + 
(1 -t)v))=ItIp(v-X). S’ mce 1 t / < 1, we necessarily have p(v - x) = 0. 
Next, let v E (x + T,.(x)) n n,(x;p). We argue by contradiction, so 
assume that p(v -x) = a > 0. Consider the open neighbourhood of v given 
by U,, = {u E E :p(v - u) < a/2}. We claim that U,, n (x + R,(x)) = 0. For, 
let u E U,, and 0 ,< t < 1. We have: p(v - tx - (1 - t) u) < tp(v -x) + 
(1 - t)p(v - u) < ta + (1 - t)(a/2) < a. This shows that tx + (1 - t) u does 
not belong to C, since any point z of C, must satisfy p(v - z) > a because of 
the assumption u E n,(x; P). Hence, u @ x + R,(x) = {u E E : tx + 
(1 - t) u E C, for some 0 < t < 1). We conclude by observing that U,, n 
(x + R,(x)) = 0 contradicts the fact that v E x + R,(x). 
The proof of the assertion is therefore complete. 
Lemma 3.3 will be used specially in the following situation: given a 
multifunction F : D + 2” satisfying (d) and a point y, E D satisfying F(y,) n 
n,(y,;p) # 0, one derives from Lemma 3.3 that there exists a point 
v0 E F( y,) such that p(v, - y,,) = 0. 
2. Best Approximations (I) 
In this subsection, we are concerned with the case where F is defined on 
the whole convex set X = D. Depending on the assumptions on X, F, and E, 
we obtain four different propositions. The first result is a direct consequence 
of Theorem III; it extends Theorem 3 of Fan [ 131. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a convex set in a Hausdorff t.v.s. E, K a 
nonempty compact convex subset of X, and F : X +Z’(E) a continuous (i.e., 
both upper and lower semicontinuous) multifunction. Then, for each quasi- 
convex continuous function p : E + R, at least one of the following properties 
holds: 
(i) There exists y E X\K such that d,( y, F(y)) = ,‘E”,f, d,(x, F(y)). 
(ii) There exists y,, E K such that d,( y,, F( yJ) = ini d,(x, F( yO)). 
(As usual, we have let d,(z, C) = inf{ p(z - v) : v E C) for z E X and C c E.) 
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Proof Consider the multifunction G :X--t 2x given by 
G(x) = 1 Y E X : &(Y> F(Y)) < d,(x, F;(Y)>} for x E X. 
We claim that G is KKM. Indeed, let y,, E conv{x,,..., x }. If y, 65 
(Jr=‘=, G(x,) we would have d,(y,, F(y,)) > d,(x,, F(y,)) for each i = I,..., n;
hence there would exist { ui ,..., u,,l = F(Y,) such that &(Y,, F(Y,)) > 
p(xi - vi) for each i = l,..., n. Now, y, = Cr= i tixi for some ti > 0 with 
Cy=, ti = 1, and p is quasiconvex: the previous inequalities would therefore 
imply that d,(y,, F(y,)) > p(y, - EYE, tini), which is a contradiction 
because Cy= i ti vi E F( y,). 
We claim that each G(x) is closed in X. This will be proved by showing 
that the function y + d,(y, F(y)) is 1.s.c. on X, while the function 
y -+ d,(x, F(y)) is U.S.C. on X. Let y E R be fixed. Because of the compactness 
of each F(y), we have 
(a) {Y E x : d,(YY F(Y)) > Yl 
={yEX:(y,F(y))c{(z,u)EXXE:p(z-v)>y}}. 
CB) {Y E x : d&2 F;(Y)) < 71 
=(yEX:F(y)n{vEE:p(x--)<y}f0}. 
The first set (a) is open since the multifunction y + (y, F(y)) is upper 
semicontinuous and the set {(z, U) E XX E :p(z - u) > 7) is open. The 
second set @) is open since F is lower semicontinuous and the set {v E E : 
p(x - V) ( y} is open. Thus, y --f d,(y, F(y)) is 1.s.c. on X and y + d,(x, F(y)) 
is U.S.C. on X. Therefore, each G(x) is closed in X. 
Now, assume that Property (i) does not hold, i.e., for each y E X\K there 
is an x E K, such that y & G(x), or, equivalently, {y E X :y E n {G(x) : 
x E K,}} c K. Then, all the requirements of Theorem III are satisfied; 
therefore, n {G(x) : x E X} # 0. This means that there exists y, E X such 
that d,(y,, F( y,)) < d,(x, F(y,)) for all x E X. Such a y, obviously lies in K, 
and thus (ii) is satisfied. The proposition is proved. (This proof shows that it 
suffices to require F to be continuous merely on compact subsets of X.) 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be a convex set in a Hausdorff t.v.s. E and 
F :X+.X(E) a continuous multifunction. Assume there exists a nonempty 
compact convex set KC X such that F(y) -y c T,(y) U RF,( y) for each 
y E X\K. Then, for each continuous seminorm p : E + R, there exists a 
y, E X such that d,(y, , F( y,)) = inf{d,(x, F( y,)) : x E X}. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, either there exists y, E X\K such that d,,( y, , 
F( yi)) = inf{d,(x, F( y,)) : x E K,,}, or there exists y, E K such that d,( y,, 
F( y,)) = inf{d,(x, F( yO)) : x E X}. Clearly, it suffices to consider only the 
first situation. In this case, there exists a point y, E X\K such that F(y,) n 
n,(y,;p) # 0. Since by assumption F(y,) c y, + T,(y,)U RF,(y,), it 
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follows from Lemma 3.3 that p(v, -,vl) = 0 for some u, E F(y,). Hence, 
d,(y,, F(y,)) = 0 = inf{d,(x, F(y,)) : x E X}, and the corollary is proved. 
In connection with Proposition 3.4 the following question arises: does the 
assertion remain true if F : X-+ J?(E) is merely upper semicontinuous? A 
very partial answer is provided by the next proposition due to Reich [46]. 
For the reader’s convenience, we reprove this result here. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X be a nonempty compact convex set in a 
Hausdorfl1.c.s. E, and F : X + Z(E) an upper semicontinuous multtjiinction. 
Then, for each quasi-convex continuous function p : E -+ R, there exists 
Y, E X such that F( y,) n n,( yo; p) # 0. 
Proof For each v E E, let Q,(U) = {y E X :p(v -y) = minzExp(v - z)}, 
i.e., QJv) = n;‘(u;p). Clearly, Qp : E --$ 2x has a closed graph and 
nonempty compact convex values. Consider the multifunction S :X x E--f 
2xx” given by S(x, v) = Q,(U) x F(x) for (x, v) E X X E. S has a closed 
graph and nonempty compact convex values. Moreover, S(X x E) is 
contained in the compact set X x F(X). Thus, S is a compact multifunction 
by Lemma l(i) and therefore has a fixed point by Himmelberg’s theorem 
(Corollary 1.18(c)): there exists (y,, uO) E X X E such that (y,, vO) E 
S( y,, v,), i.e., u,, E F( y,) n n,( y,; p). The proposition is proved. 
Proposition 3.6 in turn leads to the following problem: is this proposition 
still valid if the compactness hypothesis on X is replaced by a weaker 
compactness hypothesis on F? Here again, only partial answers are known: 
all the results to date make crucial use of the continuity properties of the 
metric projection Qp, which of course limits the generality. As an illustration 
of this point of view, we quote Proposition 3.7 that may be attributed to 
Reich 1461. 
A norm p on a Banach space E is said to be locally untformly convex 
(henceforth abbreviated as 1.u.c.) if {xn} c E with lim,,,p(x,) = 1, x E E 
with p(x) = 1, and lim,,, p(x, + x) = 2, imply that lim,,,p(x, - x) = 0. 
By a deep result of Troyanski [48], every reflexive Banach space admits an 
equivalent 1.u.c. norm. Therefore, the following proposition is not free from 
interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let X be a nonempty closed convex set in a reflexive 
Banach space E, and F : X + .Y(E) a compact multtfunction. Then, for each 
equivalent 1.u.c. norm p on E, there exists yO E X such that F(y,) n 
nx(.h; P> f 0. 
Proof Let p be an equivalent 1.u.c. norm on E. One verifies easily that 
the metric projection Qp : E + 2x, given by Q,(v) = ( y E X : p(v - y) < 
409’97’1 I? 
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p(v -z) for all z E X} for v E E, is everywhere defined, single valued, and 
continuous on E. Let C be the compact convex subset of E given by 
C = conv(F(X)). Define a multifunction S : X X C + 2”“ by setting 
S(x, V) = Q,(v) x F(x) for (x, u) E XX C. Just as in Proposition 3.6, one 
verifies that S is compact and has nonempty compact convex values. 
Therefore, there exists (y,, vO) E X x C such that (y,, v,,) E Q,(u,) x F(y,), 
which completes the proof. 
Let E be a Banach space and Xc E. A continuous mapping f : X + E is 
called completely continuous if it maps bounded sets into compact sets. By 
combining Propositions 1.5 and 3.7, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let X be a nonempty closed convex set in a reflexive 
Banach space E, and f : X -+ E a completely continuous mapping. Let p be an 
equivalent 1.u.c. norm on E. Assume there exists a nonempty bounded set 
K CX such that for each y E X\K there is an x E K, with x # y and 
p(f( y) - y) >p(f( y) - x). Then, there exists y, E X such that 
P(~(Y,) -Y,) = W p(f(yo) - z) : z E XI. 
Proof For each (x, y) E X x X, let g(x, y) = p(f( y) - y) - p(f( y) - x). 
We are to prove that there is a point y,, E X such that g(x, y,) & 0 for all 
x E X. This will be done by showing that g satisfies the requirements of 
Proposition 1.5. Clearly, g(x, x) > 0 for all x E X and x + g(x, y) is concave 
on X for each fixed y E X. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.7, for each 
closed ball B c E with X n B # 0, there exists y, E Xn B such that 
g(x, ya) < 0 for all x E X n B. Furthermore, by assumption, for each 
y E X\K there is an x E KY with x# y and g(x, y) > 0. Thus, all the 
requirements in 1.5 are satisfied; therefore, there is an y, E X such that 
g(x, y,) < 0 for all x E X and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let X be a nonempty closed convex set in a reflexive 
Banach space E, and f: X+ E a completely continuous mapping. Assume 
there exists a nonempty bounded convex set K c X such that f(y) -y E 
TK( y) U RF,(y) for each y E X\K. Then, for each equivalent I.u.c. norm p 
on E, there exists y, E X such that p(f (y,) - y,,) = inf( p(f (v,) - z) : z E X). 
Proof: There are two cases to consider, namely 
(a) There is an y E X\K such that p(f (y) - y) < p(f (y) - x) for all 
X=,\{Yl. 
(b) No such y exists in X\K. 
In the first case, there is an y E X\K such that f(y) E (y + T,(y) U 
RF,(y)) A nx( y;p) which implies by Lemma 3.3 that y =f (y); in the 
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second case, we may apply Proposition 3.8. Thus, in any case, the corollary 
is proved. 
At this point of our discussion, we can easily prove the following result: If 
X, E and F : X+X(E) satisfy the assumptions of at least one of the above 
results (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), or (3.9), if furthermore E is normed and 
F(y) - y c T,(y) U RF,(y) for each y E X, then F has a fixed point. 
This fixed point result will be extended in Subsection 4. 
3. Best Approximations (II) 
In this subsection, we adapt a homotopy argument of Granas 144, 45 ] and 
show that the results of the previous subsection lead easily to more general 
best approximation theorems for nonconvex sets. Throughout this subsection 
and the next one, r&U will denote the relative boundary of U in X. 
In our first heorem. the setting is the following: 
(33) X is a normal convex set in a Hausdorff t.v.s. E; U is a nonempty 
subset of X, open in X; p : E -+ R is a continuous seminorm. 
We are also given a “nice” multifunction G: 
(34) G : X+.3’(E) is continuous; for some nonempty compact convex 
set K c X, G(x) - x c T,(x) for each x E X\K; the set {x E X : d,(x, G(x)) = 
inficx d,,(z, G(x))} is contained in U. 
To fix the ideas, think of E as a Banach space, p as its norm and G as a 
constant multifunction: G(x) = K for each x E X, K being any nonempty 
compact convex set in U. 
THEOREM 3.10. Assume (33) and (34). Let F : &.3(E) be a 
continuous multtfunction such that F(x) -x c TK(x) for each x E U\K. For 
(x, t) E U x [0, 11, let H(x, t) = tF(x) + (1 - t) G(x). Then, at least one of 
the following properties holds. 
(i) There exist x E 6, U and 0 < t < 1 such that d,(x, H(x, t)) = 
inf,.. d,(z, f-f@, t)). 
(ii) There exists x0 E U such that d,(x,, F(x,)) = infiE. d,(z, F(x,)). 
Proof Suppose that the theorem is false. This and (34) would then imply 
that the set 
B = (x E U : d,(x, H(x, t)) = j$ d,(z, H(x, t)) for some t E [ 0, 1 ] } 
does not meet 6,U. Now, B is not empty: indeed, it follows from (34) 
and Corollary 3.5 that there is a point y, E U with d,( y,, H(y,, 0)) = 
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inf ZEZ dp(z, H(y,, 0)). Moreover, B is closed in X: indeed, B is just the 
projection “parallel to the compacturn [0, I]” on U of the closed set 
B = ((x, t) E i7 x [O, I] : qx, H(x, t)) = m; d,(z, H(x, l))}. 
[To see that B” is closed, observe first hat the multifunction (x, t) + H(x, t) is 
continuous and then proceed as in Theorem 3.4.1 Since X is normal, there 
would therefore exist a Urysohn function A :X-+ [0, I] with A(x) = 1 for 
x E B and A(x) = 0 for x E 6, U, and we would then have a continuous 
multifunction E? : X+.3’(E) by setting 
I?(x) = H(x, A(x)) if xE 0, A(x) = G(x) if xEX\U. 
Since x +-TK(x) is convex and F(x) u G(x) c x + T,(x) for each x E U\K, 
we have H(x) c x + T,(x) for each x E X\K. Thus, by Corollary 3.5, there 
would exist a point y, E X such that 
Now, this point y,, cannot belong to X\o: indeed, if such was the case, 
(+) would reduce to d,(y,, G(y,)) = infiex d,(z, G(y,)), and, by (34), this 
would imply that _yO E U, a contradiction. On the other hand, y, cannot 
either belong to U: indeed, if such was the case, (i-) would reduce to 
d,( y,, H( y,, A( y,))) = infrex d,,(z, H( y,, A( yb))), which ‘would in turn imply 
that y, E B, hence il(y,) = 1 and d,(y,, F(y,)) = infrcx d,(z, F(y,))) a con- 
tradiction. 
With this last contradiction, the proof is complete. 
In our second theorem (corresponding to Proposition 3.6), the setting is 
the following: 
(35) X is a compact convex set in a Hausdorff 1.c.s. E; U is a 
nonempty subset of X, open in X; p : E --$ R is a quasi-convex continuous 
function. 
(36) G : X +,r(E) is upper semicontinuous and (x E X : G(x) n 
nx(x;p) # 0) c U. 
Here again, to fix the ideas, think of E as a Banach space, p as its norm, 
and G as a constant multifunction just as in the previous case, or, more 
generally, G as the metric projection on a compact convex subset of U. 
THEOREM 3.11. Assume (35) and (36). Let F : U-+.,7(E) be an upper 
semicontinuous multifunction. For (x, t) E u X [0, I], let H(x, t) = tF(x) + 
(1 - t) G(x). Then, at least one of the following properties holds. 
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(i) There exist x E 6,U and 0 < t < 1 such that H(x, t) n 
n,(x; P) + 0. 
(ii) There exists x,, E U such that F(x,) n n,(x,;p) # 0. 
Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 3.10, so assume that the assertion is 
false. This and (36) would imply that the set 
B= (xE &H(x,t)nn,(x;p)#0 for some t E (0, 1 ] } 
does not meet 6, U. Just as in Theorem 3.10, one verifies easily that B is 
nonempty and closed in X. Therefore, there would exist a Urysohn function 
,I : X + [0, 1 ] with L(x) = 1 on B and L(x) = 0 on 6, U, and we would then 
have an upper semicontinuous multifunction fi : X + .I? (E) by setting 
R(x) = H(x, A(x)) if xE 0, l?(x) = G(x) if xEX\u. 
By Proposition 3.6, there would exist y, E X such that g(y,) n 
n,(y,;p) # 0. As in Theorem 3.10, one observes that y, can neither belong 
to X\& nor to 0, which is absurd. This completes the proof. 
The next two theorems (that correspond to Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 
3.9, respectively) can be treated similarly to Theorem 3.11; to avoid 
undesirable repetitions, we omit their proofs. 
The following conditions will be considered. 
(37) X is a closed convex set in a reflexive Banach space E; U is a 
nonempty subset of X, open in X, p: E + R is an equivalent kc. norm on E. 
(38) G :X-,x(E) is compact and (x E X : G(x) n nx(x;p) # a} 
c u. 
(39) g : X + E is completely continuous; for some nonempty bounded 
convex set K cX, g(x)-XE TK(x) for each x EX\K; the set (xE X: 
p( g(x) - x) = inf,,,p( g(x) - z)} is contained in U. 
THEOREM 3.12. Assume (37) and (38). Let F : &.3(E) be a compact 
multifunction. For (x, t) E U x [0, 11, let H(x, t) = tF(x) + (1 - t) G(x). 
Then, at least one of the following properties holds. 
(i) There exist x E 6,U and 0 < t < 1 such that H(x. t) n 
n,&; p> f 0. 
(ii) There exists x0 C U such that F(x,) n n,(x,;p) # 0. 
THEOREM 3.13. Assume (37) and (39). Let f: c’+ E be a completely 
continuous mapping such that f(x) -x E T,(x) for each x E U/K. For 
(x, t) E i? x [0, 11, let h(x, t) = tf(x) + (1 - t) g(x). Then, at least one of the 
following properties holds. 
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(i) There exist x E 8, U and 0 < t < 1 such that p(h(x, t) -x) = 
inf,..M(x, t> - z>. 
(ii) There exists x0 E u such that p(f(x,) - x,) = infzEXp(f(x,) - z). 
4. Fixed Points 
In this subsection, we combine Lemma 3.3 with the results of the previous 
subsection to derive fixed point theorems of Leray-Schauder type. Our aim 
is not to establish the best possible results, but rather to illustrate a method 
with simple examples. The notation Fix(G) will stand for the fixed point set 
of G. 
We first assume 
(40) X is a convex set in a normed space E and U is a nonempty 
subset of X, open in X. 
(4 1) G : X + Z(X) is continuous; for some nonempty compact convex 
set K c X, G(x) - x c TK(x)fir each x E X\K; Fix(G) c U. 
Observe that because of Corollary 3.5 (see also the remark closing 
Subsection 2) Fix(G) # 0. 
THEOREM 3.14. Assume (40) and (41). Let F : &x’(E) be a 
continuous mu&function such that F(x) -xc T,(x) for each x E o\K. 
Furthermore, assume that F(x) -xc T,(x) for each x E 0. Then at least 
one of the following properties holds: 
(i) There exist x E 6, U and 0 < t < 1 such that x E tF(x) + (1 - t) 
G(x)- 
(ii) There exists x,, E I? such that x,, E F(x,). 
Proof One verities easily that the requirements of Theorem 3.10 are 
satisfied with p equal to the norm of E. Hence, either there exist x E 6, U 
and 0 < t ( 1 such that (tF(x) + (1 - t) G(x)) f7 nx(x; p) # 0, or there exists 
x0 E 0 such that F(x,) f3 n,(x,;p) # 0. In the first case, since tF(x) + (1 - t) 
G(x) c x + T,(x), we see from Lemma 3.3 that x satisfies (i) (p is a norm!). 
In the second case, we see similarly that x0 satisfies (ii). 
The above proof shows that the boundary conditions on F can be slightly 
weakened. It suffices to require that for each x E 0, F(x) cx + T,(x) U 
RFx(X), while for each x E 6, U and 0 < t < 1, tF(x) + (1 - t) G(x) c x + 
T,(x)V RF,(x). All the subsequent theorems of the subsection can be 
similarly improved. 
We next assume 
(42) X is a compact convex set in a Hausdorff 1.c.s. E and U is a 
nonempty subset of X, open in X. 
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(43) G :X+X(E) is an upper semicontinuous multifunction such that 
G(x) - x c T,(x) for each x E X and Fix(G) c U. 
THEOREM 3.15. Assume (42) and (43). Let F : u-+.3(E) be an upper 
semicontinuous multifunction such that F(x) -x c T,(x) for each x E u. 
Then, at least one of the following properties holds: 
(i) There exist x E 6, U and 0 < t < 1 such that x E tF(x) + (1 - t) 
G(x)- 
(ii) There exists x0 E I!? such that x, E F(x,). 
Proof. We assume that (i) does not hold and prove that F necessarily 
has a fixed point. There is no loss of generality to assume further that F is 
fixed point free on 6,U. From these assumptions and (43), it follows that 0 
does not belong to the set 
A={wEE:wEx-tF(x)-(l-t)G(x)forsomexE6,UandO<t<l}. 
This set A, being the image of the compactum 6, U x [ 0, 1 ] by the compact- 
valued upper semicontinuous multifunction (x, t) + x - tF(x) - (1 - t) G(x), 
is compact by Lemma l(ii). Likewise, because of (43), 0 does not belong to 
the set 
B= (WEE: wEx-G(x)forsomexEX\U}. 
This set B is also easily seen to be compact. 
Thus, since E is a Hausdorff I.c.s., there exists a continuous seminorm 
p’:E-+R suchthatp’(w)>Ofor all wEAUB. 
Now we show that assumption (36) of Theorem 3.11 holds for fi. For, 
suppose at the contrary there is an x E X\U with G(x) n n,(x, j) # 0. Since 
G(x) -xc T,(x), this would imply, by Lemma 3.3, that J?(W) = 0 for some 
w E x - G(x), that is p’(w) = 0 for some w E B: this is absurd. Hence, all the 
requirements in Theorem 3.11 are satisfied, so that either (i) or (ii) of this 
theorem must hold for J? However, one verifies easily again that there is no 
x E 6, U such that (tF(x) + (1 - t) G(x)) n nx(x; py = 0 for some t E IO, 1 [ 
because of the boundary assumptions on F and G and our choice of j. 
Hence, there does exist x0 E fl such that F(x,) n nx(xO;j) # 0. By invoking 
Lemma 3.3 once more, we see that x,, actually satisfies d?(x,,, F(x,)) = 0. 
The remainder of the proof is a routine calculation. Let .Y denote the set 
of all continuous seminorms on E. For p E 9, let P(p) = {x E 0 : 
d,(x, F(x)) = O}. We claim that n {P(p) :p E Y} # 0. Each P(p) is easily 
seen to be closed in the compactum 0. Therefore, it suffices to show that 
nl=, P(pi) # 0 for each finite family {p, ,..., p,} c 9. Let 4 = x1=, pi + 3, 
where p’ is the above-defined continuous seminorm. Since q >$, q also 
satisfies G(w) > 0 for all w E A U B. We may therefore apply the above 
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arguments to @ and thus deduce that there is an x E 0 with d,-(x, F(x)) = 0. 
Such an x, of course, also satisfies dPi(x, P(x)) = 0 for each i = l,..., n 
(because 4’ > pi), which proves that x E (-)y= IP(p,). Thus, n {P(p) : 
p E ,S} # 0. Now let x,, be a point in this intersection, that is 
d,,(x,, F(x,)) = 0 for all p E .P. Since F(x,) is compact and E is separated, 
we necessarily have x0 E F(x,), which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.15 partially extends Theorem 6 of Granas [44] which is the 
case of F(x) CX for each x E l? and G(x) = (0) c U for each x E X; 
however, in Granas’ theorem, the compactness assumption on X is replaced 
by the weaker hypothesis that F is compact; moreover, the F(x)‘s are merely 
supposed to be acyclic. Otherwise, with the improvement mentioned in the 
remark following Theorem 3.14, we see that Theorem 3.15 also extends 
Theorem 3.1 of Reich [46] which is the case U = X. Finally, 3.15 partially 
contains the result of Halpern [45] (see our discussion under Subsection 1) 
which is the case U = X but F(x) merely closed. 
Just as in Granas 1441, one can easily prove the following corollary of 
Theorem 3.15. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let X be a compact convex set in a Hausdorff1.c.s. E,
U a nonempty subset of X, open in X and such that tot U for each 
0 < t < 1. Let F : fl+ .X(E) an upper semicontinuous multifunction such 
that F(x) -x c T,(x) V RF,(x) for each x E 0 and F(6, U) c 0. Then F 
has a fixed point. 
Proof: We apply the improved form of Theorem 3.15 with G(x) = (0) 
for each x E X. All the requirements are satisfied, and (i) does not hold 
(indeed, if x E S, U, then F(x) c 0 and therefore tz E U for any z E F(x) and 
0 < t < 1; it follows that we cannot have x = tz since x E 6, U and tz E U). 
Hence, F has a fixed point. 
One can also formulate a result corresponding to Theorem 5 of Granas 
1441, this is left for the interested reader. 
We now turn to applications of Theorems 3.12 and 3.13. These are stated 
without proofs (remember that every reflexive Banach space does possess an 
equivalent 1.u.c. norm!). We assume: 
(44) X is a closed convex set in a reflexive Banach space E; U is a 
nonempty subset of X, open in X. 
(45) G : X+X(E) is compact and satisfies G(x) - x c T,(x) for 
each x E X; Fix(G) c U. 
(46) g : X-, E is completely continuous and satisfies g(x) - x E T,(x) 
for each x E X; for some nonempty bounded convex set KC X, 
g(x) - x E T,(x) for each x E X\K; Fix(g) c U. 
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THEOREM 3.17. Assume (44) and (45). Let F : 0-+.2(E) be a compact 
multifunction such that F(x) -x c T,(x) for each x E 0. Then, either there 
exist x E 6, ZJ and 0 < t < 1 such that x E tF(x) + (1 - t) G(x), or F has a 
fixed point. 
THEOREM 3.18. Assume (44) and (46). Let f: &+ E be a completely 
continuous mapping such that f(x) -x E T,(x) for each x E u\K and 
f(x) -x E T,(x) for each x E X. Then, either there exist x E 6,Y U and 
0 < t < 1 such that x = tf (x) + (1 - t) g(x), or f has a fixed point. 
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